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SYNOPSIS 

The basis of this research is directed towards the Private Mobile Radio (PMR) 

networks, which play significant roles in Taxi, Police, Ambulance and other such Services. 

With an ever increasing need for data transmission, the current PMR systems which were 

designed for voice are not adequate. This research will examine a digital modulation 

scheme which can co-exist with an analog system. 

The generation of the digital modulation will be examined in terms of Adjacent 

Channel Interference (ACI) requirements. Simulation techniques for the mobile radio 

channel are discussed, for evaluation of demodulator performance. Existing demodulation 

techniques were reviewed, with several of these simulated to find the most appropriate 

demodulation scheme for this application. This included the development of a new 

detection scheme. A test system using Digital Signal Processing (DSP) techniques was 

constructed. 
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1,0 Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

The development of cellular and related systems forming public mobile 

communications has had rapid growth over recent years. The concept of Personal 

Communications Networks (PCN), where a small and compact mobile terminal is used 

whereby the user can be contacted irrespective of location is becoming more realistic and has 

been an overall driving force behind cellular networks. The demand for the present analog 

cellular systems (AMPS used in both the US and Australia) is so high tiiat the allocated radio 

spectrum has become saturated, hence severely reducing the grade of service [1,2]. To 

alleviate these problems future cellular systems will apply digital concepts which ahgn neatiy 

with the land digital systems, so that the mobile system becomes a natural extension of the 

already existing digital networks (such as ISDN, IBCN). 

The dramatic advances in digital Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) techniques allow 

miniaturisation with low power consumption devices, which lead to cheaper and smaller 

terminals thus become more attractive to potential users. The manufacturers had seen the 

potential market of such digital cellular systems and injected many dollars into developing 

tills concept which far outstripped the progress of the traditional analog Private Mobile Radio 

(PMR). PMR systems play significant roles in Taxi, Police and Ambulance services, etc., and 

are presentiy based on Analog Narrowband Frequency Modulation (NBFM) techniques using 

Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM)^ There has been some proposed digital PMR 

systems such as Private Advanced Radio Service (PARS) in tiie UK [3] and a low bit rate 

packeting system developed in Sweden by Ericsson (Mobitex) with a higher rate version 

planned for release in the US [4]. 

Operators of PMR systems are charged for the radio spectmm they use and presentiy 

have much capital invested into the existing PMR mobile equipment However these systems 

will have to advance in order to satisfy the need for efficient spectral usage and 

new/improved services, just as PMR has developed from the channel spacings of 

120kHz-^60kHz^50kHz (UHF)^30kHz to the 12.5kHz channel spacings of today [1]. 

This research will describe the development of a digital mobile hnk which will co-

' In this case there is one channel per carrier, which is termed Single Channel Per Carrier (SCPC). 
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exist with the present analog PMR with the full potential being realised once digital PMR 

specifications are produced. This would allow the development of present and future 

apphcations requiring a data link in a mobile environment to commence. 

L2 PMR of today 

PMR systems generally work in a simplex mode as opposed to radio-telephone or the 

more recent cellular systems. The mobiles and base station registered all have access to one 

or several carriers which are assigned to a specific group of users. In this case all mobiles and 

bases tuned to the same channel, can hear each other, although only one can transmit at any 

given time. Although the system is limited in terms of public use its true market exists for 

organisations requiring fleet management where this type of system is a powerful tool. Since 

PMR generally runs in a broadcasting mode the closest mobile unit can respond rapidly. 

The PMR network architecture is dependant on the operators' needs for coverage 

and/or availability. Public safety services such as Police, Ambulance and Fire Brigade all have 

large coverage areas, hence a need for a multi-site base station scheme with a multitude of 

channels. Whereas a dispatching service may operate in a small region which can adequately 

be serviced by one base-station, which if availability is not a major concem or traffic flow 

is low then the sharing of a single radio channel to conserve spectrum becomes a possibility. 

Some of the possible PMR architectures, including the extremes above, will now be briefly 

examined: 

The multi-site configuration comes in two forms; i) Repeater type, where a base 

station would be set up on the fringes of the Central site coverage to receive and then 

regenerate at a higher power level and generally on a different channel to the Central site 

signal. Regeneration using the same channel would require 2 antennae, botii of which would 

have to be directional to ensure 90dB isolation to eliminate feedback; ii) Isolated type, where 

tiie additional base-stations are placed, such that limits of coverage overlap the Central site 

coverage. The Central site would relay messages to the isolated site through a low power 

highly directional radio link. If outer most sites used the same frequency as tiie Central site, 

i.e. a quasi-synchronous mode, and large frequency offsets exist between the sites, poor 

quality voice would be received due to the FM capture effect [3]. 

Operators with low traffic could share frequencies through the use of Continuous Tone 

Controlled Signalling System (CTCSS) which uses sub-audible frequencies (60-500Hz) to 
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indicate channel use by a particular operator. Consider two operators, each allowed the same 

channel allocation, but assigned A and B CTCSS tones. If the operator using tone A wishes 

to transmit, the operator would first check that the channel is free by checking for the B tone. 

Once satisfied the channel is free, A transmits the message which is received by all mobile 

transceivers. However, operator B mobile receivers mute the speaker if the A tone is received. 

For operators requiring very little traffic, a large coverage and instant two-way 

communications, a single channel with multiple sites is available. Each site is poUed for the 

specific mobile user using a sequence of five CTCSS tones (ZVEI, CIRR or NATEL mobile 

identification schemes [3]). Once all sites are polled the one with tiie greatest signal strengtii 

is used for communications between the Central office and the mobile unit. Altematively if 

an instantaneous response is not required, a paging service may be sufficient. 

1.3 Background 

This research was initiated by Phihps Radio Communication Systems whose world

wide design and development of PMR equipment is based in Australia .̂ Phihps required this 

research prior to the development in Australia of tiieir range of digital mobile radio 

equipment. It was estimated tiiat there were 300,000 users and a $700 milhon market for 

PMR networks in Australia up to 19891 Presentiy all these networks operate on techniques 

which have many limitations, with inefficient use of the spectral allocation being of prime 

concem (this is very expensive). 

The reasons for upgrading the cellular systems to digital are also applicable for PMR, 

specifically [5,6]: 

• DSP / Digital techniques (ASIC) are continually reducing m cost, thus 

decreasing end user terminal costs. 

• Digital transmission air interface can tolerate more interference. This 

robustness in the mobile environment gives a consistent performance 

throughout the mobile network due to [1]: 

a) Adjacent Channel Interference (ACI) can be higher which means higher 

capacities (A feature not fully exploited here). 

^ Once upon a time, left mid 1991 

^ Lecture by Kevin Philips, Network Manager, MCS Telecom Australia, 8/2/89. 
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b) Inherent tiireshold effect in digital signals allows more noise when 

compared to the analog counter part. 

c) Error Correction techniques are becoming more sophisticated and if 

applied correctiy can dramatically improve the Bit Error Rate (BER). 

There will always be some trade off in throughput. 

• Secure channels can be implemented using pubUc key encryption techniques 

with minimal expense. 

• Full duplex operation over a single carrier via the Ping-Pong technique (i.e. 

DECT system), simplifies handover m a cellular system as only one frequency 

channel assignment is required. Time-Duplex SCPC techniques do not require 

simultaneous transmission and reception, dispensing with a diplexer"*. 

• Flexible information transfer. All information formats can be encoded into a 

digital stream. Digital voice at toU grade quality is available for bit rates of 

13kb/ŝ  which will no doubt reduce even furtiier due to the world digital 

cellular drive. Reduced quality services using 4.8kb/s are presently being 

researched. These would be adequate for most PMR operators [3]. 

• Scope for increased capacity. Further channel sphtting is easily achievable if 

TDM is applied. This would only require ROM and CODEC replacement in 

the terminal. Hence, upgrading of tiie network would be sunple with minimal 

hardware modifications. 

These advantages of digital have already led to tiie development of digital cellular 

radio in Europe (GSM system) and tiie USA. The European GSM system is based on a 

270kb/s TDM system, while tiie planned US system operates on FDM (existing channel 

spacing of 30kHz) allocated into 3 channels using TDM, allowing compatibility with tiie 

existing AMPS system. The Japanese use a FDM digital modulation witii slightiy closer 

channel (25kHz) spacing compared to tiie US. These three digital standards are planned for 

release between 1992 and 1995, with tiie digitisation of PMR to follow. Presentiy the 

standards for PMR ACI are being reviewed by the Department of Transport and 

'' Future low rate CODECS wUl make such a system possible for PMR. 

^ As recommended in die Pan-European System (GSM-Rec 06.10) 
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Communications (DOTAC/Austel). 

Due to the allocation of frequencies, the techniques used to enable tiie cellular network 

to become digital can not be adopted in PMR. The spectial usage in cellular systems often 

spreads outside the allocated channel. Applying similar techniques in PMR would result in 

excessive ACI. Any proposed system must co-exist with existing analog channels, hence ACI 

tests must conform to existing analog specifications which will severely limit tiie full potential 

of this intermediary digital system. 

Any proposed digital PMR system must meet two important criteria; a) High spectral 

efficiency, which will minimise ACI and hence allow tight channel spacings (increasing the 

number of channels for a given bandwidth) and, b) Efficient power amplification which 

increases talk time (time between battery recharging) for portable equipment. Presentiy tiiere 

are two schools of tiiought in the cellular world as both these criteria are contradictive with 

current technologies. The Europeans believed that simple high efficiency linear amplifiers 

could not be developed cheaply enough, hence they considered only Continuous Phase 

Modulation (CPM) schemes with Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) being the final 

choice. Whereas the 7u/4 shift DQPSK proposed for the US and Japan has higher spectral 

efficiency than GMSK. This uses Nyquist filtering (a=0.35) to control the spectrum which 

causes envelope variation hence requiring linear amplification to retain the benefits of Nyquist 

filtering*. 

In addition to the above requirements, this work is further bound by the desire of 

Philips for a solution involving low developmental costs and minimum modifications to their 

existing PMR FM equipment, such that infrastructure costs are minimised for current 

operators. The modulation selected must be based around frequency or phase type modulation 

since the amplification stages used in existing equipment are class C. Gaussian Minimum 

Shift Keying (GMSK) is a phase modulation with a controllable side lobe to main lobe ratio 

which will be utilised in tills research project. GMSK is further discussed in the next Chapter 

with the implementation of a general purpose CPM generator described. 

In order to evaluate the various CPM detection schemes the mobile channel is 

modelled. This is covered in Chapter 3. Classical models for tiie mobile radio channel are 

presented, along with software implementation for the simulation of both the Classical model 

® The 7c/4 shift eliminates zero crossing from the signal thereby reducing crossover distortion, however there 
is still the need for linear amplification. 
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and the multiple tapped delay line GSM model. 

A literature survey of current detection techniques is presented in Chapter 4. A new 

scheme. Forward Estimation using Differential Feedback Equalisers (FEDFE), is simulated 

and compared to existing detection schemes suitable for this application, these comparisons 

are presented in Chapter 5. The new scheme has comparable performance to the more 

complex MLSE detector in a fading channel. 

The specification of the CPM (Bit rate, BT and deviation) were obtained from 

extensive measurements which related the above three parameters to the eye openings and 

timing jitter windows. These measurements were performed under the constraint of meeting 

existing analog PMR ACI requirements. The new scheme together with 3 other data recovery 

schemes were unplemented using the Texas Instruments TMS320c25, this also included a 

simple coding technique implemented using a Motorola 6809 to combat against deep fades. 

The system using FEDFE obtained a BER=le-2 at an Eb/N„=24.3dB, an improvement on 

existing schemes of 1.2dB over Conventional+DFE and 1.8dB over tiie Half Bit Offset 

technique. Further results are presented in Chapter 6. 
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2,0 Modulation 
This chapter will briefly look at the historical development leading to GMSK, and 

presents the general signal modulation equations defining CPM. Regeneration of published 

diagrams relating to phase trees, phase cylinders and spectmms of various CPM schemes were 

performed to reinforce understanding. 

A description of the hardware modulator designed to test tiie various GMSK 

demodulators is given, along with resulting spectial performance compared with theoretical 

tmncated spectrams. 

2.1 Background 

In the mid 50's Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) for telegraph systems was tiie only real 

form of digital communications. At that stage there was very httie in terms of digital 

components, and the advantages of digital were hard to define, because the technology did 

not exist. 

In 1961 a U.S. patent relating to Minimum Shift Keying [7] (MSK, also referred to 

as Fast Frequency Shift Keying) was logged. This was a significant break through as it 

eliminated phase discontinuity in the signal, and so improved the spectral performance. 

Although the phase is continuous at the bit boundaries, tiie equivalent frequency response is 

still stepped producing spectral side lobes which are unacceptable in terms of Adjacent 

Channel Interference for this application. 

Sinewave smoothed MSK eliminated the frequency step, and reduced the total number 

of side lobes. The spectial characteristics up to (f-fc)/fbit=2.0 were still approximately tiie same 

as MSK. 

In 1978, DeJager [8] introduced Tamed Frequency Modulation (TFM) which made the 

phase transitions very smooth by considering the present and adjacent bits either side. The 

spectial properties were very good, quickly dropping to -70dB @ (MJlf^,i^~1.0 with minimal 

sidelobes. The impulse response is of infinite length and so tmncation is required. This can 

degrade the spectmm. DeJager also presented the ROM lookup table technique for the 

generation of TFM using in-phase and quadrature-phase signals. 

The dominant technique to improving side lobe performance of MSK modulation is 

to use a premodulation filter. This produces significant intersymbol mterference (ISI). This 
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controlled ISI introduced at the ttansmitter can be removed with certain techniques at the 

receiver, since the mteraction between adjacent symbols is known. 

Murota [9] first demonstrated the use of Gaussian premodulation filter directed 

towards mobile radio communications, and showed that GMSK with BT=0.2 is equivalent to 

TFM. Other types of filtering include Raised Cosine, Spectrally Raised Cosine and 

Rectangular. All these schemes are part of the Continuous Phase Modulation^ (CPM) group, 

which have been well documented by Sundberg & Aulin [10]. 

2.2 Mathematical Definition 

Continuous Phase Modulation signals can be described by the following equations: 

s(0=cos(27t//+<|)(f,a)) (2.1) 

where, f^ carrier frequency 

a Bit sequence 

t time 

4)(f,a)=27i./i j ; afl(t-iT) (2-2) 
| w — O B 

where, h modulation index 

q cumulative phase of a sir^le bit 

and, qit)=fg('z)dx (2.3) 

The smootiiness and length of the g(t) pulse determines the spectral properties of the 

modulation. The q(t) must be normalised to give 1/2 for t^°o, hence for rational fraction 

modulation indexes the receiver can be coherent. 

' Also referred to as Digital Phase Modulation (DPM), or Constant Phase Frequency Shift Keying (CPFSK). 
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2.3 GMSK frequency and phase pulses 

Published Uterature [10,36,11] defined tiie g(t) pulse for GMSK in many different 

forms. These were all matiieraatically shown to be equivalent. The form used here for g(t) 

generation is shown below [10]: 

«(r )=^ 

V 

2TIB-

t-l 
2 

ln(2) 

1 

-Q 2TIB 

t+— 
2 

ln(2) 

where, Q(f)=f-^e ^ dr 

(2.4) 

t s/2% 

B -3dB bandwidth Gaussian filter 

T bit period 

The integration of Q(t) can not be solved analytically hence numerical integration 

techniques were required. In this work Simpson's mle for integration was used to evaluate 

Q(t) to an accuracy of 10"̂ °, using Table 7.1 in [12] as the benchmark. Once the value of Q(t) 

was known, g(t) could be calculated, and using numerical integration many q(t) lookup tables 

were calculated for various BT products. The respective g(t) and q(t) pulses for GMSK are 

shown in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 for a tmncation length of four. 

Figure 2.1 g(t) frequency pulse for GMSK 
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Figure 2.2 q(t) phase pulse for GMSK 

2.4 Phase Trees/Cylinders 

A phase tree shows, over a period of time, the effect of modulation on tiie carrier and 

gives an indication of the noise margin, hence the quahty of transmitted data. The following 

trees were generated using Equation 2.2 and the appropriate q(t) pulse. Figure 2.3 illustiates 

the phase tree for MSK (IREC). During the first interval if a 1 is transmitted at time=Ts tiie 

phase shift is %I2. Altematively, if a 0 is transmitted tiie resultant phase shift is -nil 

(assuming h=l/2). A bit only has influence on the phase over a one bit period, hence MSK 

is classed as a Full Response CPM scheme. 

-180 

Phase 
(Deg) 

- 9 0 

^'^ 0 1 '2 3 
Figure 2.3 Phase tree for MSK (IREC) 

5 *rs 
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A phase tree for GMSK is shown in Figure 2.4. The q(t) for GMSK is theoretically 

infinite; - for practical use they were tmncated to a length of four symbols. A symbol now 

influences adjacent symbols. This type of CPM is classed as a partial response scheme. 

Previous bits before time=0 were assumed to be logic I's. Since there is memory in the 

signal, several transmissions of logic O's (-1) are requhed to bring the phase back to zero 

degrees (Note: not until 3*Ts does the phase=0 degrees). 

-180 

Phase 
(Deg) 

- 9 0 

180-0 1̂  2 3 4 

Figure 2.4 Phase tree for GMSK4, BT=0.25 
5 *rs 

The phase tiee is allowed to build up over 7*Ts. For symbol intervals greater than 

7*Ts all possible phase paths would be displayed (Lr=4, Binary signalling and h=l/2, there 

are 64 paths). If the display is now symbol synchrorused, and symbols greater than 7*Ts are 

displayed on top of each other, a phase treUis would have been constmcted. This is equivalent 

to eye diagrams displayed on an Oscilloscope, that are an aid in evaluating noise performance. 

When tiie phase is greater tiian n, it will wrap around to -n if the modulation index 

(h) is selected correctiy. A phase cyhnder is only appropriate for constant envelope 

modulation and is simply a wrapped phase trellis. Figure 2.5 shows a typical GMSK phase 

cyhnder for BT=0.25 - phase is shown in tiie X-Y plane and time is into tiie page. 
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Figure 2.5 Phase cylinder for GMSK, BT=0.25 

2.5 GMSK spectrum 

GMSK spectra, using a tmncation length of four symbols, are shown in Figure 2.6. 

The spectra were found by using the q(T) pulses found in section 2.3 and the algorithm 

developed by Sundberg [13] for calculating DPM spectiiims. 

PSD (dB) 
10 

Figure 2.6 Tmncated GMSK specti^ms (1^=4) 

An interesting characteristic of these spectra shown in Figure 2.6, for relatively small 

BT products (<0.3), is the tmncation effect which causes a spectmm floor. As the BT product 
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for GMSK is reduced, the length of the g(t) and q(T) pulse increases, whereby the fixed 

tmncation length has a more significant effect in increasing the spectmm floor. This is clearly 

visible for BT products of 0.25, 0.22 and 0.20. 

2.6 Generation Techniques 

The baseband GMSK signals given by Equation 2.2 can be translated to Radio 

Frequencies (RF) using either phase or frequency modulation (see Figure 2.7). 

phase yY rhr\ ) ^ frequency 
baseband ^C 71 (JJ)—»pr baseband VCO ^ R f 
signal I Z I J signal , _ 

JT / ^center — 
Q <3)—^ iTXCOci 

a) b) 

Figure 2.7 RF generation a) Phase b) Frequency 

Coherent detection is only possible with phase modulation or a frequency modulation 

system with feedback to control the strict relationship between deviation frequency and bit 

rate (for a controlled deviation index). Both of tiiese translation techniques require DC 

coupled circuits to make full use of spectmm allocation. 

The original proposal by Murota [9] for tiie generation of GMSK, was to pass a NRZ 

sequence through a Gaussian filter and feed a VCO (Figure 2.7b). Although this technique 

was easy to implement, it would not be acceptable for coherent demodulation. The main 

reason being that conventional free-mnning VCO's do not have the frequency stability or 

linearity required by synchronisation schemes. 

Otiier possibihties for tiie modulator unplementation include: 

i) Full digital ROM based technique: DeJager [8], used a phase state machine 

and a shift register to access two ROM's to generate I/Q signals, 

ii) PLL approach: This requhes a PLL which is DC coupled. This is a serial 

modulator capable of very high data rates. Due to its complex design it can 

only be cost effective if used at high frequencies, 

iii) Band Pass filter and hard-limiter: 

iv) SA approach: This is a one bit DAC which is heavily oversampled, producing 
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Pulse Width Modulation (PWM). A relatively new technique, which can 

achieve higher data rates tiian tiie ROM approach. This technique is still being 

researched, and has some minor problems relating to settiing time. 

Suzuki [14] developed a chip in 1984 using LSI techniques based on approach i). The 

chip generated I/Q GMSK signals for a BT=0.2, but this has not been referred to in recent 

papers. A generator using BT=0.2 would not be satisfactory for this project as tiie actual 

spectral requirements are not initially known, hence a GMSK generator was built which could 

handle a variety BT products, so that spectmm evaluations could be performed. 

2.6.1 GMSK generator 

This section describes the design and performance of the GMSK generator developed 

for this work. The design was based on a ROM approach which can accommodate a variety 

of CPM schemes and produce either phase or frequency baseband modulation signals 

depending on the ROM data. For practical circuits the q(t) pulse must be tmncated (Lr) and 

with h=l/2. Equation 2.2 can be rewritten as Equation 2.5. 

4>( '̂«)=^ E «i ^ 27I./1 X; a,q(t-iT) (2-5) 

The first term in Equation 2.5 can have one of four states 0, izll, it and 37t/2 over the 

interval [0,27c). This would require a two bit state machuie. When t=iT the first term eitiier 

advances or retards by K/2, depending on the Ojj.Lt.i"' bit. The second term takes mto account 

the partial cumulative phase contributions of bits (n-Lr) to n. Binary signalhng witii Lr=4 will 

be considered, hence there are 2^ phase patiis which are bit dependant, so a memory of the 

previous four bits is required. 

A total of six bits (2 state machine and 4 previous bit memory), is only capable of 

regenerating the signal at tiie sampUng instant. A MOD 16 counter gives 16 samples per 

symbol thereby reducing analog reconstmction requirements. 

The block diagram of the modulator design is shown in Figure 2.8. 
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Figure 2.8 Modulator Block diagram 

The final design can handle CPM schemes with the following specifications: 

L=Tmncation Length 4^8 

h=Modulation index 2/x where x=2->16 

Up to eight CPM schemes can exist (h=l/2,1^=4) 

In addition, the same hardware can produce either Phase or Frequency modulation 

drive signals depending on the selected RF translation technique. 

2.6.2 Baseband Characterisation 

This section wiU observe the baseband signals for the generation of GMSK by both 

orthogonal (phase) and frequency modulation techniques. Figure 2.9 shows the orthogonal eye 

diagrams over five symbols for GMSK with a deviation of 1/2, bit rate of approximately 

lOkbits/sec (lOM/1024) with various BT products. The I-phase and Q-phase signals are 

simply the Cosine and Sine respectively of (t)(t,a), which is given by Equation 2.2. The 

important trend to observe from Figure 2.9 is tiie reduction of the I and Q phase eyes as the 

BT product is reduced. This effect is further highhghted by observing the instantaneous 

frequency over two symbols for GMSK shown in Figure 2.10. This can be explained by tiie 

increase of ISI as the BT product is reduced. 
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Figure 2.9 GMSK eye pattems for an orthogonal 
generator, varying BT with R=10kb/s. 
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Figure 2.10 GMSK eye pattems of Instantaneous 
frequency, varying BT with R=10kb/s. 
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2.6.3 RF generation 

A modified Philips PRM-80 transceiver was used to generate the ÊF signal, driven by 

the circuit described in section 2.6.1. The GMSK baseband signal is fed directiy to the 

synthesiser section of the PRM-80, bypassing the voice conditioning circuitry required to 

minimise the spurious interference into adjacent channels. The PRM-80 synthesiser utilises 

a dual point modulation technique, as shown in the block diagram of Figure 2.11. One signal 

drives the RF VCO such as the traditional single point technique, this alone has tiie problem 

of DC signal removal from the modulation due to the inherent nature of the PLL. However, 

this is overcome in the PRM-80 by low pass filtering the modulation then using this signal 

to adjust the reference oscillator. 

Phase 
Comparator 

mod. 
I / F 

Divide 
by N 

DC 
Dual point 

control 
AC -/vco y 

yx. RF 
"b/p 

Loop 
Filter 

Figure 2.11 Synthesiser Block Diagram for a Phihps PRM-80 

Figure 2.12 shows GMSK spectra (at RF) produced by feedmg the g(t) filtered data 

signal into tiie FM generator section of tiie PRM-80 transceiver (witii a 2nd order 

reconstmction filter). The spectiiim floor is caused by tiie mtemal noise floor of tiie RF 

carrier source as it exists when the modulating signal is removed. 
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Figure 2.12 Practical FM generated GMSK spectmm (R=10kb/s, 
Deviation=±2.5kHz) using a Philips PRM-80 transceiver. 

2.7 Conclusion 

Phase trees and cylinders agreed with those pubhshed in [10]. The ROM table data 

for the generator agreed weU with an equivalent generator scheme built by Philips UK [15]. 

The expermiental eye diagrams for the ortiiogonal and frequency generation techniques 

(Figures 2.9 and 2.10) agreed well with tiiose published by Murota [9]. 

The theoretical tiiincated spectmms agreed witii those pubhshed by Murota [9] and 

a recent published DECT specification [16]. The generated RF spectmm of Figure 2.12 is 

slightiy improved m terms of ACI when compared to theoretical, tiiis may be due to: i) tiie 

cut off frequency of tiie reconstinction filter; ii) the roll off of the FM chcuitry. Since, the 

spectmm can be forced to <60dB, depending on tiie BT product, the hardware is satisfactory 

for Adjacent Channel Interference measurements and evaluation of the various demodulator 

schemes. 
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3,0 Channel Simulation 
To evaluate various receiver schemes at the same comparative level, tiie signal 

degradation caused by the mobile channel under consideration must be emulated. 

When simulating receivers tiie channel effects can be introduced eitiier witii: 

i) Data recordings of an actual received mobile signal. The problem witii tins 

approach is tiiat many mns would have to be made relating to vehicle speed, 

modulation type, deviation, bit rate, BT product (for GMSK) and various 

tertains. Also, permission from tiie DOTAC would be required. The general 

problems associated with obtaining and setting up equipment would make this 

approach less attractive, 

ii) Simulation of tiie mathematical channel model. A much cheaper and more 

convenient solution. 

This chapter will examine die main characteristics of tiie radio mobile channel. Section 

3.1 presents fundamental concepts leading to tiie development of the basic buUding block of 

a mobile channel, the Clarke model [17,18,19]. The software simulation of the Clarke model 

which considers noise source generation and selection of a computational efficient method for 

filtering is presented in section 3.2. Section 3.3 presents tiie implementation of a Two-Ray 

and GSM^ models in both the "C" language and a commercial product SPW ,̂ for processing 

load comparisons. A narrow-band implementation of the GSM model is suggested to reduce 

simulation times. This narrow-band GSM model was used for the remainder of tiiis work. 

3.1 Background 

The mobile radio channel is tiie patii between the fixed base station and the 

moving/stationary mobile, which generally in urban environments is not tine of sight. The 

received signal at the mobile constitutes many versions of the original signal arrivmg at the 

omnidirectional antenna, witii random carrier phase, arrival angle and amphtude. These 

components are caused by scattering and reflections of the local terrain (eg. buildings). 

Multipath scattering causes an interference pattem of the signal stiengths in a 

horizontal plane, which can consist of minima spaced at half the wavelength of tiie cartier 

' GSM (Group Special Mobile), is a European group set-up to standardise the cellular mobile system. 

^ Signal Processing Workstation, by Comdisco Systems, INC. 
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frequency. A vehicle moving through this interference pattem has a received signal with rapid 

amplitude and phase variations. This is referred to as fading. 

Each of these received components can also have a frequency shift (i.e. doppler shift) 

dependant on antenna type, carrier frequency and the received vector relative to the vehicle 

speed vector. 

The concepts just described are known as short-term variations, which assumes the 

signal mean is constant over a given time period. After moving several hundred carrier 

wavelengths, the signal mean changes due to propagation losses. This is classed as long-term 

variations which is a result of shadowing. 

Anotiier property of the mobile channel is that of time dispersion, which if greater than 

the bit interval of the data, will introduce ISI. 

3.1.1 Multipath Theory 

The following treatment is brief with a full explanation available in [19,20]. First Ray 

A (see Figure 3.1), entered a local scattering area causing rays 1..N to be generated. Ray A 

does not directiy intercept tiie mobile aerial. 

Figure 3.1 Multipath Example 
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The E field can be written for an omnidirectional antenna as: 

N 

n-l 

where, N number of component waves 
E^ real amplitude of the n^ wave 
(i)̂  carrier frequency 
0„ phase of the n '* wave 

(3.1) 

Figure 3.2 Top View of a mobile 

By de-composmg tiie respective En signals to magnetic I and Q components the 

following formulae are obtained: 

^x(^)=-E —cos(o)/+0„)cos(a„) 
n-l Tl 

(3.2) 

N £ 
^y(0=E —cos(o)/+0„)sin(o„) 

n-l ^ 

where T| free-spcxe wave impedance 
a^ arrival angle of the n^ wave 

(3.3) 

Since a smgle component can arrive from any angle with equal hkelihood, oc,, is 

uniformly distiibuted between 0 and 271. The sttengtii of each £„ is also uniformly distributed, 

//x and Hy are, tiierefore, sums of uniformly distributed variables, and tiius it be said from 

the Central Limit Theory tiiat H^ and i/y are Gaussian distributed. 
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Now, 

m) =Hjf(t) +jH^t) and E(t) « y^H(t) (3.4) 

The distributions for H^ and //y are independent Gaussian sources witii p=0 and 

^x=<^Y= '̂ the joint probability becomes: 

l / r \ 2 1 -H-] 
P^^X(t),Y(t)\—^e 2W/ 

27UO^ 

(3.5) 

where, rit)=\lxitf+y(tf r(0^0 (3.6) 

*«--©) 0:̂ <|>̂ 27r (3.7) 

X(t) =r(f)cos(<j)(0) Y(t)=r(Osm(<|)(0) (3.8) 

The amplitude and phase distributions of the received signal strength can be obtamed 

by using the Jacobian transformation: 

dX dX 

dr 64) 

dY dY 

dr d^ 

where, 171 = 
cos(<|)) -rsin((^) 

sin(4)) rcos((^) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

hence, P,.(r,^)—^e "̂̂  (3.11) 

Amplitude dist. P 
2. JJL] 

r^Q 

X 

Phase dist. P (̂(j))= / ^r.4.('''<l>)̂ '"=^ 
0 

lim x-M 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 
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Equation 3.12, is known as a Rayleigh distribution which has been shown to best fit 

actual measurements performed in built up areas. In open areas it is highly probably that 

direct line of sight between Uie transmitter and receiver occurs. This type of received signal 

has a Rician distribution. 

3.1.2 Doppler Effects 

Referring to Figure 3.2, each component arriving at tiie antenna has a doppler shift 

dependent on the intercepting angle a„. 

p._ '̂COSCQ (3.14) 

From this equation, the received components which undergo maximum doppler shift 

have oc„ equal to 0 or 180 degrees, which corresponds to driving from and into tiie plane wave 

respectively. Hence, an unmodulated carrier can deviate in center frequency by a maximum 

of ±V/X,. 

The Energy spectral density «= dE/df, and for uniform scatters « bQ/df [21]: 

We can say, S(f) « 
cos 

I 
L -1 

^ 

\ 

(3.15) 

1-
f 

\Jm) 

This single ray fader can be physically realised as shown in Figure 3.3. 
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3.1.3 Time dispersion 

Ray B in Figure 3.1 shows an attenuated and delayed ray which will create its own 

local scattering, along with the main scattering of Ray A. For narrow band transmissions (i.e. 

low bit rates<50kbits/sec) the dispersion can be modelled by using another Rayleigh fader 

which has a delay (approximately 5pS [22], see Figure 3.4a). This type of fading is generally 

referred to as flat Rayleigh fading, as all tiie received spectial components fade together. This 

can either be fast or slow depending on the vehicle speed. 
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Figure 3.4 a) Simple 2 Ray model b) GSM model 
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For high bit rate signals the time dispersion over smaller mtervals must be considered. 

This can occur over many bits causing severe ISI. The frequency components no longer fade 

coherentiy. Hence the term frequency selective fading. CEPT's (Conference of European 

Postal & Telecommunications Administrations) GSM group have recommended a channel for 

tills system which consists of either 6 or 12 Rayleigh faders. The gain, delay and spectral 

parameters for each Rayleigh fader were estimated from actual measurements in various 

tenains. 

3.2 Simulation of the Clarke model 

This section will present the implementation and verification of software simulation 

of the Clarke model shown in Figure 3.3. The signals wih be described usmg complex 

baseband representation to reduce simulation time. A Gaussian source regenerator capable of 

24 independent sources will be presented and verified. The implementation of the spectral 

shaping filter^ shown in Figure 3.3 was performed utihsing the overlap-save technique to 

reduce computations, with verification also presented. 

3.2.1 Gaussian Sources 

The general approach for generating Gaussian distributed sources, is to first generate 

a uniformly distributed source and then apply some form of non-linearity. The uniform source 

could be generated witii a Imear shift register, multipUcative generator or standard random 

number generators available m programmmg languages. Since there is a need for up to twenty 

four (24) such sources'*, which must be independent, the random generator in "C" was 

rejected (since tiie generator was unknown, independency could not be guaranteed). A 

multiphcative generator of tiie form Xi+i=16807Ximod(2^ -̂l) was selected with appropriate 

seeds, providing independency of 131,072 [23]. 

The generator was tested for uniformity using CHI-SQ test [23] at a significance level 

a=0.1% witii 530 degrees of freedom, giving a critical value of 634.8. The average test result 

across the 24 sequences was 515.03 (no test was over 634.8) implying tiiese sequences are 

adequately uniformly distributed. 

^ 'Classical' as shown in section 3.1.2, however these could be Gaussian, such as in the GSM model. 

"• If the 12 tap GSM model is implemented. 
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The Gaussian sources could be generated by passmg tiie uniform variables tiu-ough tiie 

Cumulative probabihty distribution function of the Gaussian distribution and removing tiie 

mean. An altemative which is used here, is tiie Box-Miller algoritiira which can generate two 

Gaussian variables (nj & «2 output Gaussian, U1&U2 mput uniform between 0.0 and 1.0, see 

below). 

/Ij =COS(27T;Mi).y'-21og(«2) 

«2=siii(27t a j ) .^ -21og(M2) 
(3.16) 

The Box-Miller algorithm and the first two uniform random sequences were used to 

constract a test Rayleigh fader witiiout the spectral shaping. The CDF was estimated for two 

mn lengths, and plotted on Rayleigh paper̂  for comparison, see Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5 Rayleigh Plots showing amplitude distribution of the noise sources 

As expected the longer mn produced tiie best fit to tiie Rayleigh distiibution. 

' Rayleigh p^er has the Y axis scaled so the theoretical Rayleigh distribution appears as a straight line. 
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3.2.2 Shaping filters 

These filters are used in discrete time (i.e. simulation) hence, we can use existing 

tiieory for digital filter design. To cater for botii the classical Clarke and GSM mobile channel 

models requires four types of shaping filters, classical spectmm (section 3.1.2), rician* along 

with two baseband spectra based on Gaussian spectmms (GAUS1/GAUS2 in the GSM model, 

see section 3.3). The general approach in hardware unplementation of the classical spectmm 

is to use a second order stage with a high Q to give the peak, followed by a single pole filter 

to achieve a roUoff of 18dB/oct for frequencies greater tiian f^^ [24,25]. Making this Q too 

high, results in ringing of the filter at 4,3 .̂ which in turn affects the Gaussian distributed input 

source, which forces tiie output of the simulator to no longer exhibit a Rayleigh distributed 

output. 

IIR designs are based on analogue filters which are transformed from the S-domain 

to the Z-domain using transforms such as the Standard, Impulse Invariant and Bilinear. 

Existing analogue prototypes can not characterise arbitrary spectmm shapes. FIR design, by 

frequency sampling, wtil allow arbittary frequency characteristics. Some frequency error 

occurs due to impulse tmncation, however filter mstabihty is ehminated if high Q filters are 

implemented. 

The computational overhead in using an FIR for the shapmg filter is greater tiian IIR 

counterparts, but the abihty to have greater control over the spectral response is a more 

dominating factor. FIR implementation was chosen for tiiis work. 

3.2.2.1 Simulation time comparison (for shaping filters) 

Once tiie impulse response is calculated tills must be convolved with the signal to be 

filtered, generally implemented as a standard FIR filter. The altemative to using tiiis direct 

convolution technique is to use Fast convolution implementing eitiier Overiap-Save or 

Overiap-Add [24,25]. Witii certain combinations of L (tmncation length) and N (FFT length), 

fast convolution has improved computational characteristics, compared with direct 

convolution. Overiap-Save was used as it offered a slightiy easier implementation because tiie 

Overiap-Add method requires a further L additions. 

The following is a derivation for the number of complex multiples required for direct 

® An attenuated classical spectrum with a doppler shifted durect component. 
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convolution and fast convolution techniques. They are based on the requirement of complex 

baseband filtering (i.e. spectmm can be non-symmetrical about DC). 

i) Standard FIR implementation 

Let the filter be complex type with [L] taps 

Consider a sequence of [m] to be filtered 

Number of complex multiples for FIR = L.m (3.17) 

ii) Overlap-Save implementation 

Now, consider FFT convolution implementation: 

let 2'=N(16,32,64 1024....) N>L (3.18) 

Number of FFTs required for a sequence of [m] samples 

m round up nearest whole (3.19) 
(N-L) 

Number of complex *'s for one FFT = N.yog^N (3.20) 

=* # of complex *'s (IFFT& FFT)=(2.N.\og^N)--^ (3.21) 
\N L) 

There are additionally ^ .N *'sfor the filter process 
(N-L) 

Total number of complex multiples is (^.\o^(N)+\).—— (3.22) 
iV Lt 

Using Equations 3.17 and 3.22, for a given sequence length [m] a decision can be 

made whether to use direct FIR or FFT implementation for the filtering functions. 
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Figure 3.6 Computational requirements per iteration for Complex 
filtering usmg the Overlap-Save technique with FFT lengtii N. 

Figure 3.6 shows as A'̂  increases much greater tiian L, tiie overlapping loss of tiie FFT 

filtermg is diminished. This graph would tend to suggest an N greater or equal to 4096 if L 

is less tiian 800, however A =̂1024 was selected. The main reason for selecting 1024 was that 

an FFT(1024) is relatively quick for initial program development and allows reasonably 

resolution for fs=2kHz. When L=800 and N=1024, 95 complex multiples are required which 

compares favourably against an equivalent FIR implementation of 800 complex multiples per 

iteration. In tills case, the FFT approach has approximately an 8.4 times improvement over 

direct FIR implementation. 

3.2.2.2 Overlap-Save Technique 

Figure 3.7 shows the technique used to obtain the impulse response of the required 

shaping filter. An FFT length of N=1024 was selected using a sampling frequency of 

fs=2kHz, which gives an FFT resolution of 1.95hz. At stage A, die frequency response 

required is multiplied by an equivalent impulse spectmm. By performing tiie Inverse FFT 

(stage B) tiie impulse response of the filter is obtained. Note, that for non-symmetrical 

frequency responses on either side of DC, a complex impulse response is required. 
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Figure 3.7 Filter template calculations. 

When the impulse has reasonably small contributions at tiie middle of the output from 

stage B, there is a high possibihty that the spectral requirements will be satisfied. Otiierwise 

the FFT resolution must be increased. Stage C tmncates tiie hnpulse to minimise tiie effects 

of circular convolution. The impulse is time delayed making it casual, to sunphfy tiie 

implementation of the Overlap-Save technique. A windowing function is applied to achieve 

low side lobes, for the various values of F̂  (see section 3.1.2) which may be selected 

(especially for low F̂  where tmncation performs a severe rectangular window). 

The final stage (D) performs a FFT to convert the impulse back to the frequency 

domain. This array is used in the Overlap-Save technique. 

If a sequence is split into segments of FFT lengtii (N), filtering can be performed by 

FFTing tiiese segments and then multiplymg tiiese sequences by the pre-calculated response 

(from Figure 3.7) then Inverse FFTing, this would NOT produce tiie required result. The 

procedure just described would actually perform a cyclic (periodic) convolution instead of the 

desired linear convolution. This problem can be overcome by using the Overlap-Save'' 

technique which effectively forces tiie above mentioned process to be Imear. 

^ The Overlap-Add technique would work equally well 
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Figure 3.8 shows Overlap-Save FFT convolution process. Stage A, has tiie first Lo 

samples taken from tiie previous FFT filtering block and (N-Lo) new input samples are added. 

The last L samples are held in a temporary store. Stage B, performs tiie filtering using tiie 

initial calculated required spectiiim response. The first L samples are discarded and replaced 

with temporary store ready for tiie next block conversion. The filtered sequence is available 

from tiie L^ to (N-I)"^ positions. Once all tiie (N-L) samples are used tiie next block 

conversion is commenced. 

Overlap Save FFT convolution 
stage A Stage B Stage C 

Lo samples Lo 
from r 
preTloua 
FFT 
flltarlujt 

.re 

.ire 

c » 
L 

i 51 

L=0 / 

L 

= > 
/ 

FFT •^(258^)=^ IFFT •=> 
N=1024 \ ^ N=1024 

t 
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K 3 1 • 

Use, then add 
new ai0]al 
lor filtering. 

.re 

.im 
.im. port irlU be non-zero 
U a complez filter is tiaed. 

hold 

Figure 3.8 Overlap-Save Technique 

3.2.2.3 Overlap-Save test 

The performance of the Overlap-Save convolution technique was evaluated on a test 

system which could be frequency swept. Various spectmms were generated relating to 

window type and L (the impulse length). The side lobe rejection must be maximised to obtain 

the large attenuation required by the Classical shaping filter, as shown in Figure 3.9 and as 

expected the Blackman window gives the best side lobe rejection. 
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Figure 3.9 Window type comparison 

Figure 3.10, shows the variation of tiie spectmm for different tmncation lengths (L). 

This clearly shows tiie improvement to the ideal spectmm as L is increased. As expected the 

Blackman window gave tiie lowest sidelobes, and was used for tiie remainder of tiiis work. 

FFT convolution (Blackman) 

Galn(dB) 

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 
Freq(Hz) 

200 400 600 800 

Figure 3.10 Effect of various truncation lengtiis (L), using a 
Blackman window. 
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The Spectia are adequate for a fading frequency of 150Hz. However, when tiie fading 

frequency is reduced, keepmg the same FFT resolution and tmncation lengtii causes spectral 

degradation. When comparing a receiver scheme at different maximum doppler frequencies, 

the Rayleigh amphtude characteristics would vary due to the peak on the classical response 

changing, which would produce non comparative results. This problem is not as critical in tiie 

Gausl/Gaus2 type filters as their impulse responses for a given fading frequency are much 

shorter than that of the Classical filter. Hence this filter is the luniting factor. 

The performance at fading frequencies of 75 and 150 hertz using the Blackman 

window with a fixed FFT sampling frequency of 2kHz, was simulated (see Figure 3.11). The 

Mean Square Error (MSE) is calculated between the ideal and simulated frequency spectmms. 

Thirty frequency sample points for each fading rate were used: 

i) F^=75 frequency sampled 0 to 150 steps 5Hz 

ii) Fd=150 frequency sampled 0 to 300 steps lOHz 

0.09 
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Figure 3.11 Frequency spectmm MSE for various F ,̂ 
witii fixed f, and N. 

Figure 3.11 shows tiiat to achieve the same MSE when tiie F<j is changed (f̂  and N 

held constant), requires adjustinent to the tmncation lengtii (L). This concept will be 

developed further in the next section. 
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3.3 Implementation of the GSM model 

This section considers tiie software implementation of a channel simulator 

recommended by GSM [26], based on tiie wide sense stationary uncorrelated scattering 

(WSSUS) model. The GSM mobile system uses GMSK modulation at a high bit rate 

(270kbits/sec) witii Time Division Multiplexing (TDM), which is a wideband signal. To 

shnulate the frequency selective nature of fading which will occur for tiiis system, delays in 

the order of tiie Bit period must be considered. 

The model consists of a O.lpS tapped delay hue of lengtii 20pS, witii Rayleigh faders 

on each tap includmg a given doppler spectmm. For a given terrain tiie tap positions (delays), 

gains and doppler spectmms are defined. Three GSM models exist namely; i) mral 

area:RAxz, ii) hilly terram:HTxz, in) urban area:TUxz, where 'z' represents 6 or 12 taps. 

The channel simulation was implemented in two ways: 

i) Full wideband implementation 

ii) Modified system, for narrower band signals to reduce simulation time. 

3.3.1 Full wideband system 

The code for the simulator was implemented in "C" on both IBM/AT and APOLLO 

3500, tiie block diagram of tiie system is shown in Figure 3.12. 

Description of this model (Figure 3.12) fohows: 

a) Source: 

The pre-generated FQ representation of tiie modulation is obtained from a file, 

initially designed for 16kBits/S with 5 times oversampling. Hence the signal must be 

bandlimited to 40kHz. 

Interpolation, after the generation of the modulation data source and tiie FQ fading 

sources, is required to bring the system to a common sampling frequency of lOMHz. This 

process is performed by a Low Pass Filter (LPF) which is designed at the new samphng 

frequency. The LPF has a maxhnal flat pass band equivalent to tiie bandwidtii of tiie signal 

and has an attenuation of 60dB at the Nyquist frequency of tiie old sampling rate. 

The input requires an interpolation of Tl25, this filter was designed as a maximal flat 

Butterworth LPF, witii and approximate linear phase response in the band of interest. 
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Figure 3.12 Block diagram of GSM channel model 

b) Delay Line: 

This has 200 tap positions witii O.lpS steps. Since tiiis wiU be operating for every 

iteration the shifting must be perfonned rapidly. A single direction linked list stmcture was 

adopted, where tiie next sample was added to the start of tiie hst and tiie last element is 

dropped off. 

c) Doppler Spectmm: 

This was generated at a sample frequency of 2kHz, using tiie technique discussed in 

section 3.2. Refening to Figure 3.11, it is apparent tiiat reducing die doppler frequency greatiy 

increases tiie MSE when tiie FFT samphng frequency is fixed, especially at low tmncation 

lengths. This is due to tiie increased impulse response length when F^ is reduced. 

Figure 3.11 shows where if tiie FFT samphng rate is halved (i.e. IkHz), tiie MSE 

curve for F,=75 (fs=2kHz) would follow the curve for F,=150Hz with a FFT sampling rate 

of 2kHz. The only additional requirement is to interpolate by 2, so tiiat die Fd=75Hz signal 
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has tiie same output samphng frequency as tiie Fd=150Hz signal. We requhe F̂  to be variable 

from 0 to 150Hz and to exhibit, as close as possible, tiie spectial characteristics and at tiie 

same time minimise simulation time. From tiiis description tiie FFT sampUng frequency can 

be varied with the output followed by an interpolation stage. This would require very stringent 

specifications at low values of F^ (i.e. Fd=2Hz => FFT„,d=5.2Hz FFT„,̂ =2kHz). 

An altemative to this, is to use three FFT course sampling rates (2kHz,500Hz & 

125Hz) then linearly adjust L for the required MSE. An MSE equal to 0.025 was selected for 

Fj=150Hz. Linearly increasing L, as Fj is decreased, improves the MSE. F̂  is reduced until 

L=800 where the computational efficiency of the Overlap-Save is reduced (still 8 times 

quicker than the equivalent FIR unplementation). Then the FFT sampling rate is reduced and 

an appropriate interpolation filter inserted (performed by the switch before Stage 1 in Figure 

3.12). The final unplementation allows doppler frequencies in die range of 1.9 to 120 Hz. 

d) Interpolation: 

An interpolation of T5000 was required after the switching stage of die I/Q fading 

generators. A single filter used to perform this task would be impractical due to the 

quantisation errors of the poles close to DC pomt on the Z-domain unit circle. This problem 

was overcome by usmg a two stage interpolation scheme witii Tl25 for stage 1 and t40 for 

stage 2, resultmg in 5"" and 2°'* order IIR filters respectively. 

e) Complex Addition: 

Since the I/Q channels for tiie fading can each be represented as a complex signal (due 

to tiie GAUS1/GAUS2 filters), a special addition using die equatipn below was used: 

0=HQ 

where I and Q can 
be complex quantities 

f) Gain; 

These parameters are expressed as average relative power at each tap. Since there are 

three types of fading spectra, their OdB points must all be tiie same at any given F .̂ The 

accuracy of die OdB point is dependant on die FFT sampling rate and the L used, which are 

botii functions of F .̂ The impulse response of the GAUS type filters can be easily found, and 

if compared to tiie lengtii of tiie approxhnation of tiie CLASS filter they are much shorter. 
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Hence the OdB points of die GAUS filters are accurate. Simulations have shown tiiat die 

tmncation of tiie hnpulse response for the CLASS filter only effects tiie peak at F̂  and tiiat 

die OdB point at DC is acceptable. 

g) Sink; 

The output sample rate is lOMhz. This could generate an output file of 80M bytes 

(I&Q float, non-ASCn) for one second of simulation. If die modulation being tested is 

sufficiently bandlimited, decimation can be used to reduce file size. 

3.3.2 Narrow-Band Modification to the GSM channel 

The wideband channel model presented in section 3.3.1 required excessive simulation 

processing when used for the narrow-band application under consideration (due to the lOMHz 

interpolation). This section will show a GSM channel can be modified for narrow 25kHz 

channels. A tiioroughly developed model which considers a variety of terrains and 

incorporating sub-bit signal delays, can tiien be used for BER performance simulations. 

If the samphng frequency used by the modulation source (i.e. 80kHz) is selected as 

the new sampling frequency for the GSM model, 25kHz signal bandwidth can spread to 

40kHz before aliasing becomes a problem. The tapped delay line is simulated by designing 

an interpolation (Tl25) FIR poly-phase filter. To emulate a 1.3pS delay die 13"* poly-phase 

branch would be used. Each poly-phase branch is implemented witii a 10 tap FIR (1248 tap 

FIR/125 poly-phase branches) which can be calculated very rapidly. Delays greater tiian 

12.5pS are performed by delaying tiie 80kHz sampled signal by a unit delay and making up 

the difference witii a poly-phase branch. Example, 15.2pS => unit delay and (15.2-12.5=2.7) 

27*̂  poly-phase branch. 

The samphng rate for die VQ fading signals had to be converted from 2kHz to 80kHz. 

This was performed with a 240 tap poly-phase filter (T40). This section now mns much faster 

than tiie stage 1 and stage 2 (T5000) previously implemented. Hence simulation for narrow 

band signals can be performed much quicker. This narrowband system is shown in Figure 

3.13. 
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Figure 3.13 Block diagram of Narrowband GSM channel model, used for die remainder of 
this work. 

3.3.3 Simulation run times 

Table 3.1 shows simulation times for wideband and narrowband implementations of 

the GSM channel model on IBM/AT (witii ITT 287) using Turbo C and APOLLO 3500 (witii 

Wyntek floating point accelerator card) using "C" and SPW. The sunulation times are for 1 

second of real time data. 

Table 3.1 Simulation time comparison 

GSM MODEL 
(HTxl2) 

Wideband 

Narrowband 

IBM/AT 

Turbo C 

20.4 hrs 

N/A 

Apollo 

C 

14.2 hrs 

20.8 mins 

SPW 

N/A 

25.5 hrs 
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3.3.4 GSM results 

The results here are related to die spectral properties of die shapmg filters. The 

Gaussian sources were verified in section 3.2.1. Verifying tiie Gaussian sources after ftitering 

would require very long simulations which produce unpractical file sizes. All tiie foUowing 

spectra (Figure 3.14) are for an unmodulated carrier, utilising the narrowband GSM 

implementation. 
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Figure 3.14 Shaping Filter Spectmms (Fd=100 Hz) 

Figure 3.14 shows die four Spectiiims required for unplementation of die GSM model. 

The Rician shaping spectmm clearly shows die doppler shifted direct component. The images 

at 2kHz are due to die residue of the mterpolation. These are less tiian -60dB and are 

acceptable. 
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Figure 3.15 shows the Classical spectmm for Fd=25Hz. This changes the FFT samphng 

frequency to 500Hz and inserts an IIR t 4 interpolation filter. The specti-um has images at 

±500Hz are due to imperfect mterpolation of the t 4 stage. The significant signal at 2kHz is 

due to die T40 interpolation stage. 
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Figure 3.16 "C" HTx6 spectmm, widi Fj=200Hz 

The final overall spectmm for tiie GSM hhly terrain 6 tap model (HTx6) implemented 

in "C" is shown in Figure 3.16. The Classical spectiiim shaping is clearly dominant as the 

model suggests. 
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3.4 Conclusion 

The Channel model implemented in "C" on die Apollo will be used to evaluate die 

best demodulation system in Chapter 5. This unplementation proved to have die ramimum 

simulation time for one second of real time data (c.f. section 3.3.3). The final C program can 

also be easily configurated to shnulate any combination of delays, gain and shaping spectra 

for up to 12 taps (eg. the simple two ray was implemented in this way). 

This work found that a single version of die fader is not appropriate if the simulation 

time is to be minimised. In order to minimise the processmg for simulation of die fading 

process, die Classical filter should be designed at a low sample rate (in die order of twice 

fading rate) tiien interpolated to the system samphng rate. 

The amplitude distributions satisfied Rayleigh criteria and all spectmms were as 

required by GSM specifications. 

If the description of the system is exactiy known, using a language such as "C" will 

always result in faster simulation times. If ideas are to be tested tiien tiie SPW Block Diagram 

approach will result in quick implementation at tiie price of simulation tune. But it must be 

stiessed tiiat full knowledge of the pre-defined blocks must be known for successful results. 
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4.0 GMSK Detection 
This chapter will review existing detection schemes for GMSK demodulation and 

where possible give performance comparisons. Demodulation of GMSK signals has been an 

active area of mobile radio research since GMSK was first proposed by Murota and Hirade 

[9] in 1981. The numerous pubhshed detection schemes which can be classified into two 

groups; i) Coherent and ii) Non-Coherent, these will be covered in section 4.1 and 4.2 

respectively. These two groups can be further sub-divided as shown in Figure 4.1. Section 4.3 

will present tables comparing published material for GMSK detection in both AWGN and 

fading channels. 

GMSK DETECTION 

Coherent 

Paral lel / 
serial 

Average 
M a t c h e d j. ,.• 

jp^^j. asymptotic 
optimum. 

MAP 

optiraum 

Non-Coherent 

frequency 
discrimination 

1/2 bit 
offset 

2 -b i t 

DAPC DFE 

intergrate 
sub—optimum & dump 

Multilevel 
decision 

Figure 4.1 GMSK detection schemes 

The choice between coherent and non-coherent detection schemes is dependant on tiie 

distortion caused by the channel. A coherent receiver will have a 3dB improvement in Eb/No 

over a simple distortion-less channel witii AWGN, when compared with a Non-coherent 

receiver. However, as shown in Chapter 3 the main source of channel impainnent m a mobile 

radio channel is fading. A phase locking scheme would loose lock, requiring an acquisition 

time before re-locking. During tills time the received bit stream would have a burst of ertors. 

Fading also causes havoc to die phase of tiie received signal. There are botii phase 

clicks during very deep fades and slow phase variations, termed static, which are much less 
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tiian the rate of the phase modulation. 

The main purpose of tiiis research is to adapt existing analog mobile equipment for 

digital modulations. Since the present radios use discrimmator detectors, tius will be die main 

area concentrated upon. These non-coherent based detection schemes have the advantage of 

no cartier phase recovery which would decrease burst ertor lengtiis. 

A review of coherent detectors will also be provided (section 4.1) to serve as a guide 

for future systems which will consist of all digital systems. The tme advantages of digital 

systems can only be exploited when all modulations are digital. Only then can high levels of 

co-channel interference be acceptable. Hence more dense use of available radio spectmm. 

4.1 Coherent Receiver 

Figure 4.2 shows the general block diagram for a coherent receiver. The received 

signal would be first translated to an IF frequency to enable good selectivity by die BPF. The 

recovered carrier would tiien be used to translate the IF signal to baseband, with I-phase and 

Q-phase components. The LPF are simply used to remove the 2o)[p components from the down 

conversion multipliers. The I and Q signals are then used for timing recovery which clock the 

required decision algorithm. The required decision algorithm may be either an MLSE or a 

ParaUel/Serial scheme with either Average Matched Filters (AMF) or Asymptotically 

Optimum Filters (AOF). These will be discussed in die following sections [10]. 
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Figure 4.2 General block diagram for a coherent receiver 

4.1.1 Optimum Receiver 

Generally an optimum receiver would imply minunisation of tiie Bit Error Rate (BER), 

which can be directiy apphed to maxmiising die Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) m Additive 

White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channels. Digital schemes sample tiie received signal at die 
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end of each bit interval, and during that interval perform functions on tiie received signal so 

diat the SNR is maximised at the decision pomt. 

A starting point for optimum detection used by many standard texts is Maximum A 

Posteriori (MAP) detection [27,28]. The objective is to find die conditional probability 

PKttj I r), where r is die received signal and o^ is a possible transmitted bit stteam, so thatPria^ \ r) 

is maximised for all values of i. The term posteriori is used as Pr^a^ | r) is found after die 

event (after r is received). A MAP receiver would use the following criteria: 

set, a=ccj for 

i»r(ay|r)>Pr(ailr) o//i*/ 
(4.1) 

Further following [27,28] the MAP criteria becomes: 

|v-5^l2-ln/»r(a;< llv-^JI^-ln/^ap 

where, v received signal includir^ noise (4.2) 
s^ possiMe signal vectors 
a^ bit stream for 5» 

A receiver detection algorithm based on the detection mle of Equation 4.2 is shown 

below [27,28]: 

(r^)=fr(t)s^(t) dt 

c,=i 

—Ej equiprobable a, 

-[E^-T] In PKaj)] otherwise 

(4.3) 

wherey E.=\s.f 
T] spectral jwise density 

a =aj with j giving z/*Zf for all i*j 

The scalar (r,Si) in Equation 4.3, is simply a cortelation between tiie received signal 

and one possible transmitted sequence Sj. To perform die optimum receiver, all possible 

sequences in the transmitted signal set must be cortelated at die receiver, with die highest 
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cortelation indicatmg the most likely transmitted signal. The block diagram of such a MAP 

receiver is shown in Figure 4.3. The constants Cj may be neglected if die data source is 

equiprobable, diis also reduces the MAP criteria to tiiat of maximum-likelihood detection. 

Correlators 

I fr>m.\l —1 I 

i(t) I. i.,ci) ; I to, • stiBot Sateot 

UurgMt 

Figure 4.3 MAP receiver implemented with 
a bank of cortelators 

In general, practical systems require Si(t) to be of finite time, hence the correlators in 

Figure 4.3 can be replaced by matched filters [27]. These matched filters can be translated 

to baseband and hence be incorporated into the general coherent receiver of Figure 4.2. 

4.1.1.1 Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimation (MLSE) 

Symbol by symbol detection is performed by Figure 4.3. The Intersymbol Interference 

(ISI) mtroduced by GMSK modulation at die transmitter for nartowmg the bandwidth of die 

modulation is not utilised. Therefore better performance can be achieved by using optimum 

MLSE. 

Refening to (r^.) of Equation 4.3 and following [10] for practical systems (where 

future time has no meanmg) the equation can be written as: 

{n+l)r 

(r^.)= I r(t)s^(t) dt (4.4) 

Rewriting the above equation in a recursive form: 

(r,s)^<r,s)^.i^Met(s)^ 
(i.+i)r 

where, Met{s)= j r(t)cos(w^t+^(t,a)) dt 
nT 

(4.5) 
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Chapter 2 showed how GMSK can be generated by a finite state machme. Applymg 

diese concepts to the Met(Si) equation the following is obtained: 

*(^'a)=*^+<l'(^ao-KL-i)) (4-6) 

GMSK, usmg a tiiincation length of 4 symbols and a modulation (h) mdex of 0.5, 

^suf ŵ ^̂  ^ ^ ^"^ ^"^^ °^ ^ ^^^^ [0,-H/-pi/2,pi]. Also, <|)(̂ ao-(L-i))' where ao_(jr_i) is die 

cortelative state vector and 0<t^T. <l>(̂ ao-(L-i)) ^̂ "̂  ' ^ ^ ^" °^^ °^ possibly M '̂̂  [2^=8] 

states. Hence, the total number of possible sequences over one symbol is 64 (2*pM "̂̂ ). For 

a binary scheme this means there are 32 possible phase states for GMSK4 widi h=0.5. 

Now consider (r^sp over 10 symbols, diis would imply 64*2 °̂=64k path metrics with 

the minimum path metric indicating the optimum path. This is not a feasible proposition for 

practical implementation. However, close exammation of die state treUis shown in Figure 4.4 

reveals that two padis always merge to one state. Hence an intermediate decision can be made 

as to the best path (sequence) into each state. This is clearly visible in Figure 4.5, which 

shows the state diagram in a less cluttered form. 

A recursive algorithm known as die Viterbi Algoritiun (VA) [29,30] uses this concept 

of intermediate decisions to find the optimum sequence, and has been applied to die decoding 

of convolutional forward error cortection codmg for many years. Forney [30] was one of the 

eariiest researchers to show how the VA could remove ISI from digital sequences. The basic 

concept is equivalent to GMSK signals, in diat ISI (controlled in die case of GMSK) 

intioduces a fixed number of states (memory) into the signal. If die portions of ISI can be 

estunated (these are known for GMSK) tiien ISI can be removed, hence a larger eye, which 

unplies better signal detection capabihties. 
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Figure 4.4 Full state ttelhs for L=4, h=0.5 

The full VA implementation would require filters to find die branch metrics of 

Equation 4.5, 32 memories for state metric holds and 32 memories for bit sequence stores. 

For DSP implementation the branch metric (and state meuic) would be quantised while the 

bit sequences would be contained in shift registers. The process (Add, Compare and Move) 

is repeated 32 times. As an example, consider the two states leading to state 0 in Figure 4.5. 

The new state metric for state 0 equals the larger of: i) state metric 9 plus the associated 

branch metiic from state 9 to 0, h) state metric 24 plus the associated branch metric from 

state 24 to 0. The shift register of the most hkely last state is also copied across with a "1" 

(in tills case) shifted to the most recent bit received position. 

The tiieoretical VA requires tiiat die shift registers be very long so tiiat if the opthnum 

patii sphts into two patiis tiiey will eventually merge to elhninate one. However in practical 

implementations, tiie shift register is of finite lengtii witii littie loss m performance. The bit 

decision point is delayed to consider ISI m die forward direction of die decision point. So die 

received bit is taken from the end of die shift register witii the largest state metiic of tiie 

available 32 states, at die end of each symbol. 
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Figure 4.5 Simplified state diagram for 
L=4, h=0.5 

4.1.2 Parallel MSK for GMSK 

Observing the MSK phase trellis in Figure 2.3, one can deduce that detection of a 

coherentiy received MSK signal can be achieved by sampling in die Q-phase during odd 

samples and die I-phase during even ones. If die LPF is replaced by a filter with an impulse 

response given by Equation 4.7 tiien the MSK receiver wiU be an optimum one [28]. 

a(t)= 
siJ—\ O^t^Tc 

TJ "" '" ' ' " (4.7) 

0 otherwise 

The parallel MSK receiver can be used for die detection of partial response CPM witii 

minimal performance degradation for h=l/2. However the filter (Equation 4.7) must be 

optimised for a particular modulation. Svensson and Sundberg [10] presented algorithms to 

find die optimum filter for an arbitrary SNR. They also examined both die AWGN and 

Rayleigh fading environments. 

Murota [9] also suggested die use of a parallel MSK type receiver for GMSK. 

However he did not attempt to optimise the detection filters. Murota achieved cartier recovery 

by using De Buda's technique for frequency shift keying widi low deviation ratio [31]. 

4.1.3 Serial MSK receiver 

The serial MSK receiver is less complex than Parallel MSK because die I and Q arms 

need not be altematively sampled. Sundberg [10] found tiiat serial detection is less sensitive 

to carrier recovery error, however more sensitive to timing jitter. The eye width in a parallel 
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detector is 2T while only T for the serial detector. 

Altiiough tiie serial receiver is less complex in terms of symbol timmg, tiiere is 

additional complexity required for die carrier recovery. Figure 4.6 shows a serial MSK-type 

receiver. Note that fc-l/4T cartier is required. 

V r<*> 
B P F ^ 

LPF 
oos(«jt-|at) 

>-W* LPF 
-sin(<4-^) 

Carrier 
Recovery 

Oeoision 

Algorithm 

"liming 
Recovery 

-DATA 

-CLK 

Figure 4.6 Serial MSK receiver 

4.2 Non-Coherent Receivers 

Another main form of detection is non-coherent detection which means tiiat the exact 

carrier phase is not required for detection, only the timing clock needs regeneration. This has 

several advantages in flat fading as previously discussed m this chapter. Under die titie of 

non-coherent (refer Figure 4.1) are two main groups, i) differential and ii) frequency 

discrimination detectors. Both types of detectors effectively differentiate die phase of the 

received signal. Hence phase state information is lost leaving a signal which is effectively 

generated by die g(t) pulse instead of die q(t) pulse (see Section 2.3). These two frequency 

detectors have numerous variations and additions to hnprove their overall performance which 

wiU be discussed in the following section. 

4.2.1 Differential detection 

The basic stmcture of a one-bit differential receiver is shown in Figure 4.7. A Band 

Pass Filter (BPF) selects a channel from a band at an Intermediate Frequency (IF), which is 

generally referred to as a pre-detection filter. This signal is tiien multiplied by a delayed 

(symbol) 90 degree phase shifted version of itself given by Equation 4.8. 

X0=TOcos[«r+<|)(0+Ti(0]*(-i?(t-7)sin[<i)^(/-7)+<|)(f-7)+Ti(f-7)]) (4.8) 
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Expanding Equation 4.8 and assuming coJ=27tk (k=mteger) widi low pass filtering die 

followmg equation is obtained: 

y(r)=^S^sin(A<t>(7)) 

where, A«|)(7)=<|)(t)-<|)(t-7)+Ti(f)-Ti(f-7) 
(4.9) 

Since R(T)R(t-T) is always positive the decision mle becomes: 

^ ^ J l (/̂ sin(A«(7))>0 
^"^ \ 0 (fsin(A<l>(7))̂ 0 

(4.10) 

DATA 

ax. 

Figure 4.7 One-bit differential receiver 

A further extension of this detection, is two bit-differential detection. Simon [32] 

showed two-bit differential detection to have a much wider eye and hence better detection 

properties. A non zero tiireshold pomt is required since a non-symmetrical eye is observed. 

An important addition is that the input data stteam must be differentially encoded, as shown 

in Figure 4.8. 

PATA 

L 
mod 

B P F I H ^ H * L P F 

lorn I I I ^1 Thnliig 

Thres -DATA 

-ax. 

Figure 4.8 Two-bit differential receiver 
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Makrakis et al. [33] have written many papers utihsing decision feedback equahser 

(DFE) to minimise the effect of ISI for both one and two bit differential detectors. They 

intioduced die concept of Data-Aided Phase Control (DAPC) which is simply a baseband 

DFE implemented at IF. Instead of feeding back the g(t) ISI component of die last decision, 

die q(t) ISI component is used to phase rotate the delayed IF signal hence removing die effect 

of the last symbol. 

4.2.2 Frequency Discriminator Detection 

The basic stmcture of the frequency discriminator receiver is shown in Figure 4.9. The 

pre-detection and post-detection circuitry serve the same purpose as in differential detection. 

The only difference being a limiter discriminator which replaces the delay element and 90° 

phase shifter. The hmiter discriminator produces an output voltage proportional to die input 

frequency. A frequency discriminator can be implemented in a number of ways [3,27]: 

a) Slope Detection - This uses tiie edge of a filter, followed by an AM detector. 

Note this would require an input hmiter to the filter, so that any received 

envelope variation is not perceived as signal information. 

b) Balanced discriminator - An example would be die Foster-Seely radio detector. 

This uses two complemented tuned filters to convert an FM signal to an AM 

signal, followed by an envelope detector. 

c) Zero-crossing detector - This finds die time between positive (or negative) 

going tiiresholds. Hence the mstantaneous frequency of die signal. 

d) Phase-shift discriminators - This type works on die principle of multiplying tiie 

received signal by a slight delayed version of itself. It effectively differentiates 

the phase to give the instantaneous frequency. 

L BPF Undtar 
Dbwrimdiiatar LPF i--<^ Thres -DATA 

Tbniiic 
Reouwujr -cue 

Figure 4.9 Frequency discriminator receiver 
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Technique b was generally used m die early stages of FM ttansmission. However widi 

die advent of integrated circuits, single conversion (10.7Mhz to 455kHz) and detection of tiie 

baseband signal (using technique d) can be performed with a single 16 pin DIP IC. Also, 

technique d will obtain better linearity than technique b. Zero-crossmg detectors (c) would 

achieve ultimate hnearity witii high speed digital devices. This is presentiy not cost effective 

when compared to die simplicity of technique d. Since a phase-shift discruninator is used in 

die VHF radios to be modified, analysis of this type of discriminator wih be performed. 

A lumped 90 degree phase shift is applied to die signal at IF, tiien multiplied by die 

original signal. This produces SIN sum and difference terms, where die sum is removed by 

low pass filtering. With no modulation the difference term would simply be zero (sin(O)). A 

sloped linear phase is required at IF, along with die lumped 90 degree phase shift, so tiiat a 

± deviation from IF will produce ± phase deviation from the 90 degrees at IF. As long as this 

phase deviation is small the approximation sin(9)«0 can be made which gives the 

demodulated signal. This is shown mathematically in the following: 

FM has, Ut)=2uf^x(t) (4-11) 

The output from the multiplication of the received signal and the modified version can 

be written as: 

cos((o^f+<|)(0)*[-sin(a)/+(l)(r-ri))] (413) 

After low pass filtering and approximating for tj small: 

-(sin(<|)(f)-4>(̂ -̂ i)))«-(<l>(̂ )-4)(f-̂ i)) (4^4) 

Substituting Equation 4.12 into Equation 4.14 the fohowing is obtained: 

yJit)»-2TtfJ,x(t) (415) 
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As shown in Equation 4.15 die detected signal is only a function of die FM 

modulating signal x(t). 

As in the case of differential detection, additional baseband processing can be 

perfonned to improve the bit ertor rate (BER). Adachi and Ohno [34] showed how die ISI 

in a GMSK signal can be removed to improve Eb/N„ for a given BER. A further extension 

(altiiough developed before [34]) is the multilevel decision method pubhshed by Hirono et 

al. [35]. This technique removes die ISI introduced from the last two bits, by changing die 

tiireshold level dependent on the last two bits. This is equivalent to having a fixed tiireshold 

level of zero and using 2-bit DFE. 

A technique called 1/2 bit offset detection pubhshed by Adachi and Ohno [36] does 

not have any feedback components. Hence on the surface it would appear to have better 

characteristics in flat fading because a deep fade results in total distortion of die signal 

guaranteeing a BER=0.5. This could give rise to error propagation when using decision 

feedback equalisers. 

MLSE can also be applied to the detection of GMSK from tiie output of a frequency 

discriminator, with an instant four fold decrease in complexity since phase state information 

is lost. Chung [37] apphed a simphfication of tiie MLSE algoritiun for GTFM. Ohno and 

Adachi [38] applied the same MLSE algoridim to GMSK by a sunple modulation dependant 

coefficient change. 

4.3 Comparison of existing schemes 

The following tables compare published E/No values of various detection schemes for 

GMSK with BT=0.25. Tables for AGWN and flat fading cases are presented for BER=le-3. 

However, it must be stiessed that throughout all the papers reviewed some discrepancies exist 

due to the problems of obtaining consistent Pre-Post detection filtering. 

A Pre-detection filter of BT=1.0 was chosen where possible. In general, die bit rate 

(16kBits/sec) was for narrow-band systems. Many papers only considered tiieir proposed 

scheme in AWGN (see, note"" Table 4.1), which does not give a tiue indication of die scheme 

in a mobile radio channel. Also, due to die pre/post detection filtermg discrepancies, direct 

comparison is not a fair indication of tiie best scheme. It only gives a feel for the order of 

magnitude for EJH^. 
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Table 4.1 Eb/No performance, GMSK4 BT=0.25 h=0.5, BER=1.0e-3 

SCHEME 

Differential 

1-bit 

1-bit, DFE 

1-bit, DAPC 

2-bit 

2-bit, DAPC 

Frequency discriminator 

Conventional 

Conventional + 1 bit DFE 

Multi-level 

2 level = Conv + 1 bit DFE 

4 level = Conv + 2 bit DFE 

1/2 bit offset 

MLSE 

Coherent 

MSK, BL.T=0.0144* 

MSK, BL.T=0.0288' 

Ideal 

Eb/N„ (dB) 

22.3 

15.8 

16.1,15.2 

15.5,14.6 

12.7 

23.5 

15.2,12.8,15.2 

13.5 

12.3 

13.1,15.7 

12.5 

10.1 

11.8 

8.6 

REFERENCE 

39* 

39* 

40,41* 

4r,42 

39* 

34 

34,43*,44* 

35* 

35* 

36,44* 

44 

45 

45 

45 

Note: * Fading not considered 
* BL.T = Loop filter bandwiddi for die Costas Loop, normahsed 

to the bit rate. 

The MSK adapted receiver [45] for GMSK performed weU hi AWGN, however 

performance is dependant on die loop filter bandwidtii for the Costas loop unplementation. 

As expected, a wide loop filter will allow more noise into die system tiiereby forcing tiie 

regenerated carrier to have a larger jitter variance leading to a degradation of E /̂No. However 

in fading, a wide loop filter is advantageous in decreasing die irteducible BER, by allowing 

die Costas Loop a larger lock-m range, hence faster carrier acquisition time. 
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Table 4.2 Eb/No performance in fadmg, GMSK4 BT=0.25 h=0.5, fd=40Hz 

SCHEME 

Differential 

1-bit 

1-bit 

2-bit 

2-bit 

2-bit 

Frequency 
discriminator 

Conventional 

Conventional 

Conventional 

Conventional 

Convent.+DFE 

1/2 bit offset 

Coherent 

MSK,BL.T=0.0144* 

MSK,BL.T=0.0288* 

^^0 (dB) 
BER=le-3 

SNR=32.0 

SNR=31.3 

CNR=30.9 

SNR=28.6 

SNR=28.0 

SNR=40.1 

SNR=32.0 

38.1 

SNR=41.1 

30.7* 

29.2 
• 

26.5 

31.6 

Error floor 
fd=40Hz 

0.51e-4 (32) 

0.55e-3 (32) 

0.23e-3 

0.12e-3 (32) 

O.lOe-3 (32) 

0.33e-4 (32) 

0.30e-4 

0.56e-3* 

0.35e-4 (32)* 

N/A 

0.12e-3* 

0.72e-3 

0.25e-3 

REFERENCE 

46 

47 

42 

48 

47 

47 

49 

36 

50 

51 

36 

45 

45 

Notes Estimates only 
BL.T = Loop filter bandwiddi for die Costas Loop, normahsed to the 
bit rate. 

Referring to Table 4.2 die MSK type receiver (BL.T=0.0144) performs best under 

static Rayleigh fadmg. However it has die worst irreducible error. In practice, tiie receiver 

could be mnning in a relatively high E/N^ (>20dB) environment durmg some of the time, 

tiierefore tiie irteducible ertor does have some significance. To obtain an irreducible error in 

die order of 0.12e-3 (1/2 bit offset detection, frequency discriminator) die loop bandwidtii 

would be very wide, hence increasing die static EJ^^. Witii die BL.T=0.0288, die irreducible 
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ertor floor for MSK coherent detection is only 0.24e-3 which a lower performance when 

compared widi die 1/2 bit offset technique (0.12e-3) [36]. The 1/2 bit offset technique also 

has a 2.4dB improvement in the Static E/N^. 

The remainder of this work will examine discriminator detection metiiods, since this 

is die technique used in existing transceivers for PMR systems. Direct comparison of tiie 

various baseband processing schemes is difficult from published papers as the simulated or 

practical set-ups used seldom coincide. All relevant pubhshed detection schemes for frequency 

discrimination will be simulated under the same conditions for tme comparison in Chapter 

5. 
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5,0 Simulation of schemes 
One of die major requkements of dus work is to adapt existing PMR ttansceivers witii 

minimum modifications for digital ttansmission. Discrhnmator schemes are therefore 

favoured. 

The various discriminator based schemes presented in die previous chapter wiU be 

compared through the use of computer sunulation. All die schemes wdl be shnulated usmg 

die same operatmg conditions which have been chosen to emulate a real sitiiation (i.e. IF 

filters with group delay). In this way good performance comparisons can be obtamed. No 

previous published work has compared all these schemes under die same conditions. Five 

schemes in aU wiU be evaluated for GMSK detection: 

i) Conventional with one threshold, 

h) Conventional witii DFE, 

iii) 1/2 bit offset technique, 

iv) MLSE proposed by Chung for GTFM, adapted for GMSK detection, 

and 

v) A new technique. Forward Estimation with Decision Feedback 

Equaliser (FEDFE). 

Simulated BER will be performed by Monte Carlo techiuques and will be die main 

criteria used for performance evaluation. Timing recovery wiU not be simulated but will have 

a fixed offset ertor within ±1/80'*' of the symbol period, with zero variance symbol timing 

jitter. 

5.1 Simulation Technique 

The system block diagram shown in Figure 5.1, iUusttates die use of files for 

interfacing blocks. A file interface allows a smgle mn of die pre-processmg block, witii tiie 

results used multiple tunes by tiie post-processmg blocks. Computation overhead is reduced, 

since five different schemes can be evaluated widi the two output files produced from one 

baseband system simulation. Initial implementation of tills system using tiie above technique 

was developed in ' C This far outperformed (in terms of simulation time) tiie equivalent 

simulation which was developed usmg a commercial simulation package, COMDISCO's 

SPW. 
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Pseudo 
data 

source 
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system 
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various 

schemes 
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measure 

t 
Figure 5.1 System block diagram, DATA.IN, conv(dB).rx and 
half (dB).rx are precomputed files used for the evaluation of various 
demodulation schemes. 

Further speed improvements were achieved via a networked Apollo system (HP425's, 

or any networked Unix system), by distributing a whole BER graph over many machines. 

This was performed using a script file which created remote processes for various Ei/No 

values to obtain a ten point BER curve in approximately 3.5 hours (for 5 ApoUos, using 

40*symbol rate=sampling rate). 

5.2 Baseband Model 

As witii the channel shnulator presented in Chapter 3, the simulation wiU use complex 

envelope representation so that high sampling rates are not required. Equation 5.1 defines a 

RF signal at co,, which has been phase modulated by (j)(t). If the carrier is removed the 

modulation can be simulated by I-phase and Q-phase signals given m Equation 5.2. 

Representing the I and Q signals at baseband would require a minhnum samplmg frequency 

of twice the highest frequency component of tiie modulation, which is practical for simulation 

on existing computers. 

(5.1) 
s(t)=re{e''''^e^''>} 

m=cos(m) 
Q(0=sin(4)(0) 

(5.2) 

A symbol timing recovery algoritiim is not simulated, hence ensuring accurate BER 

estimations at low Eb/N .̂ There is no guarantee tiiat tiie sampling point will be near optimum 

so high oversamphng is utilised to give good timing resolution. High oversamphng would also 

reduce die effect of aliasing, which may be caused by die low but finite out of band 

frequency components of GMSK or by hardlhniting of tiie signal which would spread die 
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modulation. A sampling rate of 40 times tiie symbol rate was selected which would allow a 

maxhnum offset ertor witiiin ±1.25% (1/80) of die symbol period. 

The fixed timing offset error reduces die effective E /̂N,,, by die losses shown m Table 

5.1. This loss in E /̂N,, is estimated by the ratio of eye opening witii the offset ertor to tiie eye 

openmg with perfect timmg recovery, using a bit stream (00100) which produces die 

minimum eye opening. Samplmg 4 times die symbol rate produces ertors in die order of 3dB, 

10 tunes the symbol rate produces 0.5dB loss which is in die order of typical implementation 

losses. With samphng of 40 times the symbol rate the degradation is =0.03dB, hence timing 

recovery effects are negligible. 

Table 5.1 Maximum EJN^ degradation in dB, 
caused by timmg phase offset 

GMSK 
BT 

0.20 

0.25 

0.30 

0.40 

0.50 

Sampling Frequency 

4*R 

-7.697 

-3.510 

-3.103 

-2.937 

-2.649 

10*R 

-0.581 

-0.485 

-0.445 

-0.422 

-0.366 

40*R 

-0.056 

-0.028 

-0.027 

-0.026 

-0.022 

The following sections will describe the blocks of the System, and the blocks used for 

the baseband model, shown in Figure 5.2. 

^1 GMSK [-[ 
BB Mod.-i OR 

rRayieigiirA^Nn 
fader 

Brr.m 
h=0.5 
BT var. 
M=2 

GSM 
model 

-»RF hard 
limiter 

I 
Phase 

discrm. 
Post 
LPF 

L _ j e i < ^ St,; 
CHANNEL 

8th order 
pro—detection 

2nd 
order 

. > . 

opt. 
conv conv.rx 

•ô JN.—» 

opt 
half half.rx 

Figure 5.2 Block diagram for the Baseband model 
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PN sequence generator 

Standard maximal length 16 bit PN sequence [52]. 

GMSK modulator 

The tiieoretical basis for GMSK generation is shown m Chapter 2. The modulator is 

implemented by convolving the data stream with die q(t) pulse, given by Equations 2.3 and 

2.4 (using convolution by Equation 2.2). This generates tiie phase modulating signal which 

is apphed using the form of Equation 5.2. 

Rayleigh Fader/AWGN 

A simple one path Rayleigh fader was implemented as shown in Figure 3.3, but 

modelled at baseband (i.e. the I/Q modulation signal is complex multiphed with two filtered 

gaussian noise sources). BER performance deviated marginally when using eitiier a complex 

6 tap GSM model or a simple Rayleigh fader (=ldB in favour of GSM), with the latter 

chosen for reduced simulation times. The gaussian sources used for both the Rayleigh fader 

and AWGN were generated and tested as described in Section 3.2.1. The spectral shaping 

filters of the single Rayleigh fader were designed at a lower sampling frequency, with simple 

2nd order filters designed directly in the Z-domain. Additional roU-off was achieved by the 

interpolating (t40) filters. To obtain correct E ^ ^ values for die simulation it was very 

hnportant that the RMS level through die fader block was 1//2 (i.e. a gain of OdB). 

IF filter/Pre-detection filter 

This block simulates the selective stages in a radio receiver used to reduce out of band 

signals which cause interference. A practical double conversion FM receiver would have the 

sttucture shown by Figure 5.3. The received signal from the aerial is mitiaUy band lunited to 

die band of interest A PLL frequency synthesiser and multipher is used to ttanslate die signal 

to die first IF frequency of 21.4Mhz, where some channel selectivity is performed by a crystal 

filter, which have good spurious characteristics. A crystal oscillator of 20.945Mhz and 

multiplier then translates tiie signal to an IF of 455kHz. Further selectivity is achieved by a 

ceramic filter operating at tiiis frequency. The cutoff edges of botii BPFs produce severe 

group delay and phase distortions, which would be die mam source of degradation to a digital 

signal before the limiter-discriminator. 
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remove 
010 kHz 

Figure 5.3 Practical FM receiver based on a Phihps PRM-80 

Published material generally simulates tiiese selectivity filters usmg a Butterwortii filter 

with idealised phase and group delay characteristics. This would be satisfactory if die existing 

radio tiansceivers used for this work contained expensive constant group delay selectivity 

filters, however tiiis is not the case as standard analog filters exist. To accurately simulate die 

real situation, these poor group delay characteristics are included in tiiis IF filter model. 

The total selectivity filtering was modelled as an 8*̂  order Butterworth IIR which is 

capable of generating similar group delay and phase distortion to that of die crystal filter. The 

crystal filter in the practical system had a narrower bandwidtii hence had a more significant 

effect m distorting the modulated signal tiian caused by die ceramic filter. The practical filter 

pair had a -74dB stop band. 

The simulated characteristics of tiie IF stage are shown in Figures 5.4a and 5.4b. The 

phase response of die filter inttoduced 1400 degrees across die band. These shnulated results 

are sunilar to the measured results. 

This Pre-detection filter and die Post-detection filter, which wiU be presented latter, 

are specified by die normalised BT product, which is die -3dB frequency of die filter (B) 

multiplied by the symbol period (T). 
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Figure 5.4a Simulated magnitude and phase responses for 
the IF filtermg stage (BT=1.0, R=16kb/s). 
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Figure 5.4b Simulated group delay response for die IF 
filtering stage (BT=1.0, R=16kb/s) 

Hard-limiter/discriminator 

The Hard-limiter ensures that envelope variations, which are caused by changes m die 

received signal strength, do not pass tiirough to the discriminator and dius appear as 

demodulated received signal. The model used for die hard-hmiter is shown in Figure 5.5. 

I 

a. I 
x=yiN^ 

Figure 5.5 Hard-limiter model 

Section 4.2.2 showed that die quadrature detector shnply differentiates die phase of 

the IF signal. There are two general techniques for simulating die differentiation of die 

baseband phase: 

i) The sunulation is performed at baseband hence die difference between successive 

ARCTAN(QA)' samples will approximate differentiation when high sampling frequencies are 

used. A simple modulator-demodulator produces spikes in die received waveform, due to die 

inherent phase wrap problem. This was overcome with two modifications, using an ARCTAN 

function which works widiin ±% range (i.e. all 4 quadrants) and an algorithm which checks 

' I and Q refer to the In-Phase and Quadrature-Phase respectively. 
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for positive and negative crossmgs of the K with a tiireshold when calculating tiie 

differentiation. The maxhnum rate of change of phase due to modulation for a CPM system 

with h=l/2 is 2.25 degrees (90 deg/40 times symbol samphng). Hence tiie spike should be 

removed if two consecutive samples are within die range of 180±2.25 degrees. Any ttansitions 

not in tills range can be considered to be caused by deep fades which generate phase clicks. 

However it must be noted that there is a small but finite probabihty tiiat tiie algoritiim may 

be inadequate. 

ii) The altemative is to mathematically differentiate tiie ARCTAN function as 

performed below: 

Q(t)=arcTan (Q(ty 
[m (5.3) 

, darcTanim] AMI 
^ 9 ( 0 ) , \ \m)l_ dt (5.4) 

^Q(t)^^ dt dt 
1 + 

i m) 

dQ_ dt ^ ^ dt (5.5) 

dt I\t)+Q\t) 

The differentiation approximation for either technique is totaUy dependant on die 

sample rate(fs). As fs is increased. At decreases and die approxhnation is improved. Both 

techniques were implemented for die frequency discrimmator and both produced sunilar BER 

results. Technique i) was used in this work. 

Post-detection LPF 

In analog systems die Post-detection LPF is a simple one pole RC type network which 

has die main purpose of removing die 900kHz RF which is a by-product of die discriminator. 

A digital application has an additional requirement of maximising the SNR at the optimum 

sampling point. This requires more tiian one pole. However tiiis could inttoduce distortion 

into the signal if a high order or low cutoff frequency filter is used. This filter was modelled 

as a 2nd order IIR butterworth. 
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Much of the literature does not use a standard LPF as described above, but instead an 

Integrate and Dump(I&D) filter witii the same underhmng notion of maximismg die SNR at 

the samplmg instant. The I&D filter mtegrates tiie signal over tiie symbol interval tiien dumps 

die results to a decision making system. The mtegration was simulated using Shnpson's rule 

for numeric integration and synchronised (dump/reset) by offset optimum samphng pomts. 

Results using I&D filtering were compared with die 2nd order IIR system. 

Sampler (Conventional,!/2 bit offset) 

There are two sampling positions required to implement the five different post 

discriminator detection schemes, see Figure 5.6 - the conventional sampling point where a 2-

level eye exists and 1/2 bit offset eye which is a 3-level eye. Before die simulations are made, 

a test run of 1000 bits was performed with high E/NQ and no fading, graphically displaying 

the eye diagram to determine the best 2 and 3 level eye positions. These positions are totally 

dependant on the BT products of die modulation and Pre/Post detection filtering. 

1/2 bit offset eye-

i i 
-Conventional eye 

2 ai.oov 
- V 

jE. STOP 

t l = - ^ . Q O L » t2 40ua At = 102.lus l/f it = g.TBSWte 

Figure 5.6 Sampling positions for GMSK BT=0.24 

5.3 Post-detection processing (various schemes) 

i) Conventional detector 

A simple tiireshold is used to decide ' 1' or '0' at die optimum sample instant (2-level 

eye). The decided bit is compared with die delayed transmitted bit sequence, to obtain die 

number of bits in ertor. The ttansmitted sequence must be delayed to account for the effect 

of die filters and die modulation. This detector is shown in Figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.7 Conventional detector 

ii) Conventional plus DFE 

The mam source of ISI when using a conventional detector is caused by die GMSK 

modulation, required to nartow the required spectrum. Smce the receiver knows what type of 

modulation is being ttansmitted, it should be possible to remove die ISI effect caused by the 

previous received bits. By feeding back the last symbol detected and appropriately scaling it, 

depending on die ISI diat it introduces, a Differential Feedback Equahser (DFE) is obtained, 

as shown in Figure 5.8. 

0.0 

conv.rx 

- g ( T ) - ^ 

bit. in 

z-̂  

• r^ Z 

y)) > error 
count 

Figure 5.8 Conventional detector witii DFE 

iu) Half bit offset detection 

Ohno and Adachi [36] observed that the eye at the half symbol samphng instant was 

open considerably more tiian tiiat of conventional point. However there was ambiguity due 

to die 2 eyes. They devised a scheme using differential encoding in die transmitted bit stteam 

so diat transmitting a ' 1 ' resulted in a ttansition (X^̂ .i=X„) and transmitting a '0' resulted in 

a hold (X^ î=X„). This meant the detection process required absolute valumg the signal and 

a non-zero tiiresholder, as shown in Figure 5.9. Differential decoding is required for die 

tiansmitted sequence to obtain the correct bit stteam for BER measurements. 

half.rx 

bit. in z' 

ABS 

"K*}* 

0 5 

J nT' l l -
1z 1 

Figure 5.9 Half bit offset detector 
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iv) New detector OFEDFE) 

A new detector for GMSK, Forward Estimation using Differential Feedback Equalisers 

(FEDFE), has been developed during tiiis work. This extends die concept of DFE by 

estimating the subsequent bit This is achieved by using two standard conventional plus DFE 

systems botii fed witii die input signal of which one is delayed by a symbol. The undelayed 

system Forward Esthnates (FE) the subsequent bit of die delayed system and removes its ISI 

conttibution. The DFE in the delayed system removes the ISI of the previous bit detected. 

Hence, the ISI inttoduced by the leading and trailing bits is removed. These bits are the major 

contributors to ISI, particularly for GMSK modulation with BT<0.25. The block diagram for 

this scheme is shown in Figure 5.10. 

con^.rz 

-«(T) 

Figure 5.10 New detector (FEDFE) developed in tiiis work, showing 
die conventional-f-DFE and new Forward Esthnating section. 

The Conventional -i- DFE section in Figure 5.10, makes die decision m the middle 

position (a„) of Figure 5.11 with the ISI of the previous bit removed (a„.i). This new scheme 

delays die standard Conventional -i- DFE detector, and utilises another Conventional + DFE 

detector to "Forward Estimate" die subsequent bit (0̂ +1). 

OCn-2 «n+2 

DFE Conventional Fonward time 
Estimation 

Figure 5.11 ISI removed with the New scheme (FEDFE), 
developed m this work. 
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v) Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimation (MLSE) 

Chung [37] developed a technique based on a two state MLSE for Generahsed Tamed 

Frequency Modulation (GTFM). Chung used a state description witii two states, which was 

achieved by reducing die impulse response length. The reduced impulse lengdi inttoduced a 

lOdB degradation in power spectrum when compared to TFM at TAf=1.0. By utilismg die 1/2 

bit offset sample point (3-level eye), Chung effectively reduced the impulse response to 3 

symbol intervals, with the central 2 samples dominant. This is an approximate MLSE for a 

non-coherent receiver, in contrast to the optimum MLSE outlined in section 4.1.1. 

The algorithm presented here follows Chung with a change to the modulation 

dependant constant {g(T/2)} which is set for GMSK with BT=0.25. The hnpulse response for 

BT=0.25 spans 4 symbols, where the two farthest samples from the main central impulse are 

finite. This will cause a slight loss in performance which can be recovered by using a state 

description with more states, at the expense of increased complexity. The block diagram of 

this algorithm is shown in Figure 5.12. 

Figure 5.12 Approximate MLSE detector for a non-coherent receiver. 

The output is based of one of the foUowing tiu-ee processmg possibihties: 

i) if (U>0.0) 

ii) if (V<0.0) 

iu) if (U<0) & (V>0) { 

Z„=half.rx-g(T/2) 

REG1«"1", REGO«"0" 

output=MSB of REG 1 

Z„=half.rx+g(T/2) 

REG1«"1", REGO«"0" 

output=MSB of REGO 

REG1«"1" 

if (2;>o) 

}; 

}; or. 

else 
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5.4 Simulation Results 

The signal from the GMSK modulator shown in Figure 5.2 has an envelope of 1.0. 

This implies a baseband signal power of 1.0 Wati (RF power=(l//2)^=0.5W). The fader is 

designed such that its RMS=l//2, when a baseband represented carrier (1=1.0 & Q=0.0) is 

passed. Hence the fader has no effect on the original power generated by die GMSK 

modulator. The required Eb/N,, can be obtained by suitably adjusting the ô  (variance) of die 

AWGN in both the I and Q channels. 

To compare the simulation results with pubhshed material, EJN^ must be determined 

at the input to the hard limiter, where Ê  is the Energy per symbol and N̂  is the smgle sided 

noise spectral density. The gaussian noise is generated at the samphng frequency (40*4), so 

the high frequency components are folded back at the nyquist frequency (40*fb/2). Therefore 

the noise spectial density generated by the AWGN block is constant to die nyquist frequency 

(i.e. ± fn for baseband representation) with a total baseband noise power of 2*o^ (Watts), as 

shown by Equation 5.6. 

N = 2 a ! ^ ^ (5.6) 
" 2/„ 404 

Hence, the relationship between S/ô  and E/N^ is given by Equations 5.7 and 5.8. 

^ - _ l , ^ - . 2 0 A (5.7) 
K ft 2ô  ^ 

' S ^ 

dB 

*13dB (5.8) 
dB 

By fixing S=1W (baseband representation), tiie settmg of ĉ  to achieve tiie required 

Efe/No is found by: 

""-'' (EA 
o2=io 0̂ where X= '6 

V^«/ 

(5.9) 

dB 

Simulations were performed by ttansmitting 5e' bits, witii the BER accepted for > 50 

ertors. A combmed AWGN and fading channel was dien considered to estimate the best 

discriminator based detector under mobile radio conditions. 
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5.4.1 AWGN Channel 

The graphs below (Figure 5.13) show die BER performance of die five schemes 

oudined in section 5.3 usmg an AWGN channel. In general, pubhshed material uses a pre-

detection filter of BT=1.0 witii or witiiout a post-detection filter, which could consist of a 

a) Ipra BT-1.0. post BT-1.0] b) 
[pre BT-1.0. post BT-0.6] 

1.0E-04 E 

1.0E-08 
6 7 
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9 11 13 16 17 
Eb/No (dB) 

- H Conv*0FE - * - FEDFE 

-X - MLSE 

16 17 
Eb/No (dB) 

Conv 

Otfaat 

Cenv*DFE -5(f- FEDFE 

MLSE 

C) [pre BT-1.0, post BT-0.44] d) [pre BT-tO, post BT-0.31 
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1.0E-06 
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-»«- MLSE 

Figure 5.13a-d BER perfortnance m AWGN for GMSK, BT=0.25 

t l 13 16 17 
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Conv*DFE - * - FEDFE 

MLSE 
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linear or Integrate and Dump filter. 

Using BER performance curve for Post-detection filter witii BT=0.44 (Figure 5.13c) 

die required EJN^ have been tabulated for a BER=le-3 (see Table 5.2). The simulated 

performance was between 2-3dB worse dian tiiose published. This degradation was due to die 

IF simulation model which considered the poor phase and group delay characteristics of 

practical analog IF filters. 

Table 5.2 Requhed EJN^ to achieve a BER=le-3, for 
GMSK4, BT=0.25, h=l/2, Pre-filter BT=1.0 and Post-filter 
BT=0.44 

Scheme 

Conv+DFE 

Half 

Pubhshed (dB) 

12.8 [17] 

13.1 [10] 

Simulated (dB) 

16.0 

14.8 

A post detection filter with BT=0.44 was specified as optimum [43] when a pre-

detection filter widi BT=1.0 was used. Intuitively you would expect some optimum to exist, 

as a noisy digital signal poorly filtered (high BT) would be swamped by noise while to much 

fdtermg (low BT) would distort die origmal signal by the introduction of ISI. The general 

ttends of die curves in Figure 5.13 mdicate that mcreasing post detection BT acttially 

hnproves BER especially at high Eb/No, tiiis hnplies tiiat tiiere is httie noise from the output 

of tiie discriminator hence near optimum pre-detection filtering in tenns of AWGN rejection. 

The improvement of BER as post detection BT is increased can be explained by die reduced 

amount of ISI inttoduced. 

Figure 5.14b clearly highhghts the optimum post detection BT by allowing noise into 

die system at IF. This clearly shows a post-detection fdter of BT„pt«0.45-0.5 to be optimum 

for conventional detection witii Pre-detection BT=2.0. A optimum exists due to two 

dominating factors which occur for tiie exttemes of BT products. For BT>BTopt the noise from 

die discriminator output is dominate, where for BT<BT„p, die ISI intioduced by die post-

detection filter dominates. The difference in BER between the Figure 5.14a(5.5e-2) and 

5.13b(2.4e-2) for a post detection BT=0.3 at a Eb/No=19dB is due to die increased pre-

detection BT which reduces ISI. 
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Comparison of Eb/N<,=15,19dB curves in Figures 5.14a and 5.14b, show diat die BER 

is optimised for Conventional detection in an AWGN channel, when die Pre-detection BT=1.0 

and Post-detection BT>1.0. 

a) QM8K4 BT-0.26, Pre BT-10 

1.0E-03 

" t 
1.0E-04' ^ 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 

Post Dotoetlon (BT) 

Eb/No 

16 -+ -19 

b) 

1.0E-03 = 

1.0E-04 

QM8K4 BT-0.26, Pre BT-2.0 

0.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

Poat dotaotlon (BT) 

Eb/No 

— 16 - t - 1 9 

Figure 5.14 Opthnum Post-Detection BT using conventional detection, GMSK4 BT=0.25 

witii a) Pre-detection BT=1.0, and b) Pre-detection BT=2.0. 
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5.4.2 Fading Channel 

These simulations consider fading. This is die main source of signal degradation in a 

mobile radio channel. A specific configuration wdl be used for comparison; 

- GMSK4, BT=0.25, h=l/2 

- Pre-detection, BT=1.0 

- Post-detection, BT=0.4 

A sttaight comparison at BER=le-3 does not give a unique curve. The fadmg rate 

should also be considered. A fading rate (f̂  of 40Hz (fdT=0.0025) was selected as it is 

equivalent to a vehicle speed of lOOkm/hr at PMR frequencies (450MHz). The two main 

parameters for comparison will be the E^N^ at BER=le-3 and the irreducible error rate. From 

Figure 5.15a and 5.15b die following points were measured; 

i) Conventional for pre BT=1.0 pre BT=2.0 

- EyN„=45.0dB at BER=le-3 - Eb/N„=38.3dB at BER=le-3 

- ertor floor=0.690e-3 - error floor=0.268e-3 

h) Half offset detection 

- Eb/N„=36.0dB at BER=le-3 - Eb/N„=35.0dB at BER=le-3 

- ertor floor=0.274e-3 - error floor=0.200e-3 

An Eb/N„=38.1dB was required for BER=le-3 witii conventional detection [36]. This 

has a 7dB discrepancy with die simulated result (45.0). This is caused by die group delay of 

the IF stage. But m this case, even shallow fades have a dramatic effect on the small 

conventional eye. This is verified by using a wider IF stage which should decrease 

performance as more noise is allowed into the system, but in reality die severe group delay 

effects are moved away from the modulation. Figure 5.15b shows diis significant 

improvement m Eb/No=38.3 which is similar to tiiat published in [36]. Witii the pre-detection 

filter BT=1.0 die simulated irreducible error rate of 0.69e-3 was similar to die published [36] 

floor of 0.56e-3. The main dominating factor at high EJN^ is tiie impulse response lengtii of 

die IF filter which mttoduces additional ISI to die signal. Hence mcreasing die pre-detection 

BT should reduce die ertor floor, which is visible in Figure 15b givmg BER=0.268e-3 for 

conventional detection. 
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a) pre BT=1.0 ^) pre BT=2.0 
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Figure 5.15 Perfonnance in fadmg with GMSK BT=0.25, post BT=0.4 and f J=0.0025 

There was a IdB difference m EJN^ between die two pre-detection BT's for die offset 

technique, which verifies tiiat die offset eye position has more tolerance to ISI degradation 

compared to a single threshold level at die conventional samplmg instant. 

The theoretical BER approach for conventional detection [47,49,50] m fading has 

Eb/No of 46.IdB, 37.OdB and 47.IdB witii ertor floors of 0.33e-4, 0.30e-4 and 0.35e-4 

respectively. The simulated static Eb/N„=38.3dB was unproved' whereas die error floor was 

increased to 0.268e-3. Both diese effects can be explained by die absence of post-detection 

filtering hi tiie tiieoretical model [47,49,50]. Under static fading, die post-detection filter 

performs similar to the AWGN case, i.e. improves die SNR at die samphng mstant. Hence 

tiie shnulated value of 38.3dB is unproved as expected. The shnulated ertor floor (0.268e-3) 

increased, due to die post-detection filter dispersing a phase click over several bits and the 

fact tiiat tiie published paper used a slower fading rate (f J=0.002). hi die proposed tiieoretical 

model [47,49,50] die effect of deep fades is only dependant on die fade characteristics. Hence, 

dispersion over several bits is limited. 

2 For a pre-detection BT=2.0 to minimise group delay distortion. 
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Figure 5.16 shows the effect of fading rate on die hreducible ertor rate, for 

conventional detection. The irteducible error rate is an ertor floor which can not be removed 

by increasing die tiansmitted signal sttengtii. Fast fading mcreases die frequency of relatively 

deep fades which in turn increases the number of phase chcks over a given period of tune. 

When this signal is frequency discrimmator detected, the phase clicks produce a spike (due 

to die differentiation of the phase) or a smootiied superimposed pulse, dependmg on the depdi 

of the fade. This non-gaussian noise has die potential to corrupt whole symbols. Therefore 

increasing the fading frequency, mcreases die number of symbols in ertor. Figure 5.16, shows 

that slow fading has a better irreducible error. The static fading part of die curve 

(Eb/No<30dB) shows a performance degradation of lOdB at BER=le-2 when compared to a 

simple AWGN channel. 

GM8K4 BT-0.26, pre BT-2.0. poat BT-0.6 

BER 

1.0E-01 = 

1.0E-02 = 

1.0E-03 = 

1.0E-04 
10 20 30 40 60 60 70 

Eb/No (dB) 

Channal 
^ MMQH -+- MT-0.0026 - * - fdT-0.00376 

- a - fdT-0.006 -)<- fdT-0.00e26 
Figure 5.16 Performance of Conventional detection at various fading rates 
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5.4.3 Comparison of schemes in fading 

Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 compared die simulated performance widi die results from 

pubhshed material. This section will select one scheme (from die five mentioned m section 

5.3) which has the best performance m a mobile radio channel. Also taken mto consideration 

are die effects of pre/post detection filtering. During some simulations, where die post-

detection BT<0.35, the ISI and group delay distortion was so severe tiiat die opthnum eye 

position for conventional sampling was difficult to distinguish. In tiiese cases, ideal runs (no 

fading, high ET/NJ of 4000 bits were performed to determine (iterate to) die best sampling 

position. 

The simulations were based on GMSK4(BT=0.25) witii a bit rate of 16kb/s and fading 

rate of f<jT=0.00625̂ . A carrier frequency of between 400 to 500MHz cortesponds to 

maximum vehicular speeds of 270 to 216km/hr respectively. 

The modulation parameters are suitable for digital ceUular system which has a higher 

tolerance to ACI. However, if the digital modulation is to be integrated into an existing 

analog PMR system then tight spectrum conttol is required to reduce leakage mto die adjacent 

analog channel. This imphes reducing eitiier the bit rate or the GMSK BT, widi die latter 

being the most preferted, as high bit rates are desirable. Reducing die GMSK BT results in 

a reduced eye (Figure 2.9) and hence degradation m BER. So PMR performance is expected 

to be less tiian that presented m this section. 

Selecting a digital modulation suitable for present analog regulations will be covered 

in Chapter 6. From die curves outlined m Figure 5.13 for die AWGN case (no fading), MLSE 

showed a mmhnum 2dB improvement at BER=le-3 for most combinations of pre/post 

detection filtering BT products when compared to the next best scheme. In a mobile fading 

environment this is dhnmished to IdB for Eb/No<40dB. The new FEDFE scheme has die 

lowest irteducible ertor floor - some 25% better tiian MLSE. An hnportant observation found 

m Figure 5.15b is diat die FEDFE scheme achieves tiie same Eb/N„ at BER=le-3 as MLSE. 

The overall performance of conventional detection is much unproved in Figure 5.15b 

when compared to Figure 5.15a. This is due to die group delay pre-detection filter effects. 

This highhghts die effect of pre/post detection filtering on perfonnance and suggests tiiese 

two filters should be selected to minimise BER. 

' Although f<,=100Hz is high for PMR frequencies, it aided in reducing simulation time. 
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5.4.4 Optimisation of Pre and Post detection filters 

Due to die ease of tiieoretical analysis die pubhshed literatiire generally used an I&D 

filter for die post-detection filter. However, die I&D filter is prhnarily used for AWGN 

channels and, as will be shown, does not mmimise die BER in a fading envhonment Figure 

5.17 shows die performance of conventional detection for various pre/post detection 

combinations with relatively static fading (Eb/N„=10dB, 20dB) and hreducible error (high 

BER 
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Post-detection (BT) 

— IAD H—1.0 -—0.6 - - -0 .6 0.4 

Figure 5.17 Pre/Post detection filtermg effects for a conventional detector (f<iT=0.00625) 

Eb/N„=60dB). This clearly shows tiiat for a low SNR (Eb/N„=10dB) die I&D filter and 2nd 

order LPF witii BT<0.5 produce die best BER for all pre-detection BTs. As Ê /N^ is increased 

die AWGN no longer domhiates die impahments, and non-gaussian noise from die fading 

process govern die perfonnance. When Eb/N„=60dB, the I&D filter no longer performs best, 

and it is found tiiat a large Post-detection BT which inttoduces minimum amount of ISI is 

desirable for decreasing the irreducible ertor rate. 
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For an Eb/N„=20dB (Figure 5.17) die curves for a post filter witii BT=0.4 and BT=1.0 

show a cross over effect for producing die optimum BER when die pie-detection filter 

BT«1.25. For a pre-detection BT>1.25, a large amount of noise passes mto tiie system. Hence 

a post BT=0.4 produces an equivalent BER to that of an I&D filter. However, for pre-

detection BT<1.25, a post BT=1.0 is best as h inttoduces a mmimum amount of ISI mto die 

signal. A post filter with BT=0.5'* introduces approximately die same amount of ISI and 

reduces the AWGN to the same level as die I&D post filter. Hence a 2nd order Butterworth 

post filter widi BT=0.5 is equivalent to an I&D Post-detection filter for a conventional 

detector. 

BER 
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1.0E-03 = 
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Pre-detectlon (BT) 
Post-detection (BT) 

i ^ I i D 1.0 0.6 - - - 0 . 6 0.4 

Figure 5.18 Pre/Post detection filtering effects for the New detector (fdT=0.00625) 

•• Though the curves suggest a BT slightly less than BT=0.5 
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In the high EJN^ region of Figure 5.15 die FEDFE scheme always gave die best error 

floor. In terms of complexity, die FEDFE scheme is much easier to hnplement dian MLSE 

and will be chosen for optimising tiie pre/post detection filters. Figure 5.17 shows that tiie 

optimum BER for low Eb/N^ is obtainable by a pre-detection BT of 0.9->1.0. 

The irteducible ertor rate for the FEDFE scheme is very msensitive to post detection 

BT product (see Figure 5.18) as compared to conventional detection smce die mherent ISI 

caused by the GMSK modulation is removed. With tins ISI removed, die BER performance 

is improved. This is apparent when comparing Figure 5.17 witii Figure 5.18, for all pre-

filtering BT products. Figure 5.18 still shows significant ISI and group delay distortions when 

pre-fdtering BT < 1.0. This ISI could be minimised at die cost of high complexity but this 

would only improve the irteducible error rate, beyond an akeady acceptable BER value. 
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5.5 Conclusion 

This chapter considered five different frequency discrimmator schemes and determmed 

the best under a mobile radio channel. The sunulation model presented was based on 

hardware implementation using existing transmitter/receiver sets designed for die present 

analog system, and using the minimum amount of modification m adapting diem for data 

ttansmission. The results in both die AWGN and fadmg channels obtamed by die model were 

similar to those from the published literature. However, the shght discrepancies in die results 

were due to die lack of information regarding the type of models used m die published 

literature. 

MLSE proved to have the best performance. However for a 0.8dB loss in E/N^ die 

FEDFE scheme would result in reduced complexity and hreducible error rate. The pre and 

post detection filter BT products were selected for minimum BER for low E/M^, giving die 

final performance shown in Figure 5.19. 

The performance of the five schemes were evaluated under die same AWGN and 

Rayleigh fading. Hence selection of die best scheme was made competendy rather than 

selecting die best scheme from pubhshed material. The simulated IF filter modeUed die 

practical system closely, because group delay was considered. The oidy factor which can alter 

die practical performance when compared to the simulated performance presented, would be 

due to the ttansmitting configuration (GMSK BT product. Bit rate and deviation). The 

transmitting configuration depends on the apphcation, which determines die ACI requirement 

of die system. To reduce die ACI, tiie GMSK BT product must be reduced and/or die bit rate 

reduced. E/S^ performance wUl therefore be effected. The next chapter describes a practical 

GMSK implementation. 
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6,0 Hardware Implementation 
In this chapter, the unplementation of a possible system wiU be presented which can 

co-exist with the existmg PMR analog system. Measurements will be presented in section 6.1, 

which will highhght hmitations of tiie data modulation required to meet die ACI specification 

of die curtent analog PMR system. The design of die hardware test system, botii demodulator 

and sunple coding, will be described m section 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 respectively. The practicahties 

of modifying analog radio sets will be examined m section 6.2.1.1. FmaUy, die performance 

will be considered with comparison to simulated results, in section 6.3. 

6.1 limitations on Bit Rate 

The main driving force behind this project is to develop a digital system which can 

co-exist with the existing analog PMR system. Hence, the ACI requhements must satisfy 

existing analog specifications, covered in section 2.4 of R.B. 234 [53]. Applying diis 

specification a set of curves will be developed from measurements which wdl determine the 

required Bit Rate, pre-modulation BT product and Deviation. Summary of this procedure and 

results obtained wiU be presented here with further detail in Appendix B (exttact from [54]). 

The standard analog ACI measurements were performed for verification of the 

measurement technique. These results are shown in Table 6.1. The test signal was injected 

across the microphone terminals in the handset to ensure cortect conditioning of the 

ttansmitted signal. This test signal used tiiree different modulating frequencies widi varying 

amplitudes, which were relative to the level required to produce 60% of die maximum 

deviation at a frequency of 1500Hz. The SEN AD measurements were taken from die unloaded 

speaker output, witii die volume conttol set to give 0.9 Vrms (RF level -40 dBm). The 

specification requires < 12pW adjacent channel power, which was clearly satisfied by the 

Philips PRM-80 tiansceiver and, as expected, performed significantiy better due to die 

improved IF filtering when compared to die standard receiver. 

The sensitivity of an analog signal to an adjacent digital channel was tiien measured. 

The GMSK modulator (as described hi section 2.6.1) was fed into a gam/offset stage which 

performed deviation and DC coupling respectively. These measurements simply used a 

reference analog channel where -12dB SINAD was reduced to -9dB SINAD by adjustmg die 

bit rate of an adjacent digital channel witii fixed deviation and modulation BT product. A 
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diagram showing die hardware layout and measurement procedure are presented in Appendix 

B. 
Table 6.1 Analog ACI test on a PRM-80 tiansceiver to R.B. 234 [1]. 
Adjacent channel power must be < 12pW. 

Frequency of test 
modulating signal 

1500 

300 

3000 

level, rel. 60% 
1500Hz 

10 dB 

15 dB 

OdB 

Adjacent Channel 
leak through, from 
a 50W ttansmitter 

6.9 pW 

4.4 pW 

7.8 pW 

Once the maximum bit rate was obtained, measurements of the received digital signal 

were made relating to eye-openings and aUowable timmg jitter for both the conventional and 

half bit delayed eyes. Eye-opening gives a measure of BER performance, while timmg jhter 

indicates sensitivity to synchronisation. Figure 6.1 shows a combination of tiiree typical 

graphs which relate to conventional detection. The first graph shows die bit rate versus eye 

openhig, where eye opening is in mVolts. This curve allows a Gaussian filter BT to be 

selected which achieves maximum eye opening for a given bit rate. An important point to 

note is tiiat tiie eye opening may be negative. Under tiiese conditions it would be pohitless 

using a single threshold detection scheme. Improved schemes capable of removing ISI must 

be adopted. This curve also shows diat as the bit rate is increased for a given Gaussian filter 

BT die eye opening drops. This can be attributed to die IF filtering stages mtroducing ISI into 

the signal. 

6.1.1 Use of Graphs 

After a given bit rate has been selected, a Ime can be ttaced to die bit rate versus 

jitter time graph m Figure 6.1. This shows absolute time. The jitter time for negative 

conventional eyes is undefined. Hence die reason for die reduced number of points. Figure 

6.1 shows an example where die bit rate was selected as 16kb/s indicating a Gaussian filter 

BT=0.3 which gives the best eye opening (38.4mV) and a timing jitter of 28.3pS. Tracing the 

38.4mV eye opening to tiie deviation versus eye opening curve in Figure 6.1, indicates a 

required deviation of < ±2.0kHz. 
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Figure 6.1 Selection of modulation parameters (Conventional eye) 

The equivalent graphs for half bit offset detection are shown in Figure 6.2. An 

important observation is that the bit rate versus eye openmg shows relative msensitivity to tiie 

Gaussian filtered Frequency Shift Keyhig (GFSK) BT product, when compared to die 

conventional eye. For a fixed bit rate of 16kb/s die eye opening for conventional samphng 

instance varies by 120mV, whereas tiie eye openmg only varies by «30mV for half bit offset 

detection under die same conditions (i.e. same range of GFSK BTs from 0.2->0.3). 

In tills example, half bit offset detection wiU be considered for a bit rate of 16kb/s. 

The top left hand graph in Figure 6.2 indicates tiiat a GFSK BT=0.22^0.26 will provide die 
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maximum half bit offset eye. However die jitter curves suggest GFSK BT=0.26. Tracmg die 

146mV opening down to die deviation curves shows ttiat die deviation should be set to 

±2.9kHz to meet the analog ACI specification. 
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Figure 6.2 Selection of modulation parameters (Half bit offset eye) 

These sample selections of modulation parameters for bodi the conventional and half 

bit offset sampling positions have been summarised in Table 6.2. Altiiough tiie eye opening 

for tiie half bit offset position is 3.8 times wider with simple single symbol decisions, die 

conventional eye can be opened witii more complex detection algoridims. 
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Table 6.2 Possible modulation selections satisfying existing analog PMR 
ACI requirements. 

Detection 
Position 

Convent. 

Half 
rrsTT. 1 

Modulation Parameters 

Bit Rate 

16kb/s 

16kb/s 

BT 

0.30 

0.26 

Deviation 

±2.0kHz 

±2.9kHz 

Performance 
Indexes 

eye 
(mV) 

38 

146 

jitter 
(|iS) 

28.3 

54.0 

6.2 Test system implementation 

The test system shown in Figure 6.3 can be sub-divided into two main sections. 

Specifically, the uncoded data stream, which includes GFSK filtering, FM Transmitter/ 

Receiver and GFSK demodulator and die Packeting system, which includes Packet 

encoding/decoding witii error correction. 

Packe t 
Genera tor 

Gaussian 
Filtering. 

FM 
Transmit ter 

-Timing sync. 
—Frame sync. 

^ -FEC cyclic 
-B i t interleaving 

-BT product 
—Deviation 

-DC coupled 

FM 
Receiver. 

GFSK 
Demodulator. 

Error 
Correction 

-DC coupled -TMS320C25 
-Timing recovery 
-S imple symbol 

decision 

-M6a09 
-Packe t to Async 

RS232 

Figure 6.3 Test system 

6.2.1 Uncoded data stream 

The GMSK filtermg was previously discussed in section 2.6 and tiius wiU not be 

presented in tills section. This sections prhnary concern is tiie modifications of existmg analog 

radios for data ttansmission and die implementation of some of the algoritiims presented hi 

Chapter 5. A simple timing recovery unplementation wiU also be considered. 
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6.2.1.1 Baseband Hardware 

The major problem associated witii adapting analog voice radio sets for data 

ttansmission is tiiat of maintaining DC. The microphone input and speaker output are 

generally AC coupled. Transmitting a GMSK signal would result in loss of DC causmg a DC 

wandering problem. The pre-emphasis and de-emphasis circuits must also be considered. 

There are two possible solutions to tiiis problem; i) The data can be coded for DC removal 

along with pre-distortion. This reduces the maximum diroughput and spectial efficiency of 

die system, ii) The data signal is injected/extracted where die system is DC coupled. This has 

die disadvantage of modifications to the radio sets. 

Another problem is associated with the Phase Locked Loop (PLL) syntiiesiser which 

generaUy has the modulating signal injected at the VCO input. Any DC in die data signal 

would be considered as long term phase error. Hence it would be removed by the inherent 

nature of the PLL. However, this was not a major problem as the Philips PRM-80 ttansceiver, 

used for this work, had a double feed PLL, witii a modulating signal to the main VCO 

(conventional PLL operation) and the other modulating feed signal went via a LPF, to a 

variable reference oscillator of lOMhz. This enabled operating the signal down to DC. 

The next problem was related to determining of an adequate interface (bulk DC offset 

removal and Gain circuit) between the output of the discriminator of the receiving radio and 

die input to die DSP development system. The objective was to maxhnise die dynamic range 

of die DSP for die purpose of improving tuning recovery and to ensure tiiat die tiireshold 

level obtained was close to optimum. Before any calculations could be performed, the 

characteristics of tiie discrhnmator must be known so tiiat tiie deviation settmgs at the 

ttansmitter may be converted to received voltage limits. The characteristic of tiie 455kHz 

discriminator is shown in Figure 6.4. 

The Volts/kHz characteristic of tiie discriminator was found to be 0.1151 Volts/kHz, 

from Figure 6.4. The received signal limits, shown in Figure 6.4 take in to account die worst 

case mobile offset of ±3kHz (c.f. section 4.6 hi [53]) and assumes tiiat tiie deviation is set to 

±3kHz. Maxhnum dynamic range was achieved by forcing die signal hmits shown in Figure 

6.4 to occupy die ±5 Volt ADC input range used with die DSP system. 
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Figure 6.4 455kHz IF discriminator characteristics 

Once DC couplmg is achieved data can be passed through the system, however die 

frequency offset between the transmitted and receiver center frequencies would result in a DC 

offset which would effect the threshold levels used for bit decisions. This DC due to carrier 

offset must be removed without effecting the signal, which is achieved by obtaining the 

maximum and minimum exttemes of the data signal dien obtaining tiie average which is the 

carrier and discriminator chcuit offsets. These maximum and minimum exttemes are also used 

to calculate half bit offset thresholds and decision feedback coefficients which are again 

ttansmitter dependant (Hz/Volt of die VCO) and receiver dependant (Volt/Hz of die 

discriminator). This is illusttated by die switch and find hmits box in Figure 6.5. 

6.2.1.2 Timing Recovery 

Since PMR networks are based on SCPC configurations, tiiere are only two possible 

ways to implement timing recovery; i) Transmittmg a separate synchronismg signal (pilot 

clock), which would greatiy increase die complexity of tiie GMSK generation. This is not 

feasible since tiie main criteria is to implement the system using existing Analog radio sets 

witti mmimum modifications, ii) Self-synchronisation, which uses a non-hnearity to exttact 

timing information from die received data signal. The latter will be adopted as die 

ttansmitter/receiver complexity is reduced and no RF power is wasted by ttansmitting a phot 

clock. Figure 6.5 illusttates tiie timmg recovery wi±in tiie GMSK Demodulator functional 
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diagram. 

DATA 
(DAC) 

Tk CSk 
(Digital) 

Figure 6.5 GMSK/GFSK demodulator 

Clock Extraction 

Figure 6.6 shows die clock exttaction performance both simulated and practical, of two 

different non-hnear elements, absolute value and square law. Measurements were performed 

in the frequency domain after the appropriate non-hnear processing. The level of the timing 

spectial component above the modulation noise fioor was obtained, hence the relative 

performance could not be improved by simple gain insertion. The simulated results clearly 

show that Absoluting has up to a 8dB improvement over Squaring of die signal for smaU 

GMSK BT products. Since the final unplementation will use a GMSK BT < 0.3 tiiese gams 

wdl have significant effects on the timing recovery performance, especiaUy when noise is 

considered. 
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Figure 6.6 Exttaction of symbol timing tone. Level of tiie tone above tiie modulation 

noise floor for different GFSK BT products. 
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The overall performance of die practical exttaction witii 32 level quantisation showed 

severe degradation when compared to the unquantised simulated performance. This indicates 

diat squaring is more sensitive to the number of quantised levels used, which agrees as 

expected diat if X represents a number between 0 and 1, X? wiU always be less dian X. 

The simulated 4 bit quantised values verified these discrepancies were due to die 

effects of quantisation. The practical Absoluting and quantised simulated Absoluting agreed 

well. However tiiere was a larger difference between die practical Squaring and the quantised 

simulated Squaring. 

BPF implementation 

A sampling rate of four times the baud rate was selected as it simplified the BPF 

design and allowed a simple zero forcing algorithm to be implemented. Figure 6.7 shows die 

Z-domahi unit circle for a simple BPF with conjugate poles and zeros. A general BPF design 

program was written to place conjugate poles and zeros in the Z-domain for a given sampling 

frequency, centte frequency and attenuation with upper/lower cutoff frequencies. The required 

attenuation specification was met by placing tiie pole a given distance from die unit circle. 

The purpose of die zero was to control die ringing (impulse response lengtii of tiie filter) by 

placing it as close as possible to tiie pole but stiU achieving tiie attenuation specification. 

Figure 6.7 BPF representation hi tiie 
Z-domain 

Rmgmg is a major problem which may cause die BPF to simply oscUlate at die centte 

frequency. This is a direct function of die Q of die BPF. A high Q would be advantageous 

as die BPF could free wheel die timing clock between packets (if a packet system is adopted) 
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and very deep fades. However, if die Q is too high, die timing recovery may never achieve 

phase lock as the received clock spectial component may be outside die BPF. On die otiier 

hand, if the Q is too low, the tolerance to noise is diminished which also causes a non-locking 

scheme. 

The specifications of tiie IIR BPF used are shown below: 

f, = 40000Hz f,̂ j = lOOOOHz 

Atten = -20dB with 

flower = 8000Hz f„pp, = 12000Hz 

The following pole/zero locations were found: 

POLEs=0.968426A±90° ZEROs=0.526016Z^90° (6.1) 

This gives the following difference equation: 

0(n) = I(n) + I(n-2)0.2767 - O(n-2)0.9378 (6.2) 

with a series gain of 0.078253 (-22. OdB) to achieve OdB passband gain. 

Hence, selecting the sampling frequency as four times die bit rate simplifies the 

difference equation as the poles and zeros both have angular positions of ±90°. 

Zero Forcing Algorithm 

Full timing recovery requires phase lock with the ttansmitting clock so tiiat the 

shppage of the optimum eye across the signal, which would cause poor BER performance, 

does not occur. Assummg tiiere is a frequency offset between the ttansmitter and receiver 

reference crystals which is die practical case, die samphng must be advanced or retarded so 

diat die optimum sample point always occurs at the zero crossmg of tiie recovered timing 

wave at the BPF output This forces tiie receiver to be m phase lock witii tiie ttansmitter, 

hence ehminatmg slippage of the eye. This work will use a modified version of die zero 

forcing algorithm presented in [55]. 

The top sinewave in Figure 6.8 shows die ahn of die zero forcing algoritiun, which 

is to force tiie 3''' sample to tiie +ve going part of tiie sinewave. Initially tiie four sample 

numbers are assigned to consecutive samples and are remembered over die baud. After die 

4̂^ sample one of four states are possible (al,a2,bl & b2 hi Figure 6.8). The 'a' states are 

widiin ±90° of die required position only requiring fine timing (small samplmg phase 

adjustinents are performed). Advancement and retardation of die sampling phase for die 'al ' 

and 'a2' cases are shown in Figure 6.8 respectively. 
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Figure 6.8 Zero forcing method 

For the 'b' cases in Figure 6.8 die error is greater than ±90°. Using the proportional 

conttol for 'a' would result in poor initial locking delay which is important in a system usmg 

a packet structure. For the 'bl ' case the next sample is assigned a '4' which causes the 'al ' 

case in the next baud. For die 'b2' case, die next sample is assigned a '2' which wdl force 

an 'a2' case in the next baud. In this way a 90° step correction is obtained when the phase 

error is greater than 90°. Therefore, by considering die 'b' cases, rapid zero forcing can be 

achieved thereby reducing the length of packet timing preambles. Hence increasing overall 

data throughput. 

The samphng phase advancement and retardation was implemented using the timer 

interrupt on the TMS320C25. The two mam registers used for timer period control are the 16 

bit timer (TIM) and period (PRD). The TIM register is decremented once every instruction 

period, which is lOOnS on the TMS320C25. Once zero is reached, the TIM register is 

reloaded with the PRD register. 

Calculations for mean value which should be loaded into the PRD register is shown 

below: 

Design for a bit rate of lOkb/s (actual 10M/1024=9.765kb/s) 

i) Bit period (1/R) = 102.4pS 

ii) Sampling period with 4*R = 25.6pS 

iii) With lOOnS cycles => a count value of 256 cycles 

The advancement/retardation of the sampling phase for a bit rate of lOkb/s was 
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achieved by decrementing/incrementing die PRD register. This adjustinent occurted after die 

4* sample and then held for a whole baud. This was adequate at this bit rate. However 

doubling the bit rate (19.53 Ikb/s) resulted in no phase lock since die timing adjustments were 

too course. The problem was overcome by direct adjustment of the TIM register of the curtent 

sample rather dian adjusting for all samples of a baud. This adjustment was stiU relatively 

coarse. However phase lock was achieved by slight movement of the POLE in die BPF away 

from die unit circle (i.e. reducing the BPF Q). 

Once noise was inttoduced into the system, the output of the BPF would not be a pure 

sinewave. Hence the above algorithm would be sensitive to added noise. A Random Walk 

Filter (RWF) was included to increase the noise tolerance of the zero forcing algoritiim and 

also to allow finer control over the sampling phase. The RWF allowed the 

retardation/advancement of die phase once over many bauds as opposed to a correction per 

baud. The RWF is fed witii the raw advance/retard pulses from the zero forcing algorithm. 

If the total count number of advance or retard pulses^ exceeds a given threshold tiien the 

actual sampling phase is appropriately adjusted, and die counter reset to zero. 

Optimum eye position 

Once phase lock with the ttansmitter clock is obtained, good BER's can only be 

achieved if one of the four samples of die baud coincide with the optimum sampling instants. 

Generally the delay between the timing recovery system and die decision is unknown, with 

the required optimum sampling point located between die real samples. In tiiese cases a poly

phase interpolation filter or a change in f^^^ of tiie BPF would be requked to compensate for 

these sub sample delays. However, the practical implementation adopted here required no 

such additional processing as the conventional (and half bit offset) sampling points were very 

close to existing samples. 

' These advance and retard pulses can cancel each other out. 
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6.2.1.3 Detectors 

The first four schemes outhned in section 5.3 were implemented on die TMS. The 

complexity versus performance based on the simulation programs written in ' C and simulated 

performances, did not wanant the practical implementation of MLSE (processing power was 

also a concem). Some of die schemes require feedback coefficients based on modulation 

dependant parameters, specifically Conventional with DFE and the proposed new scheme 

(FEDFE). Since the gain stage was adjusted to always achieve ±2.5V signal hmits into the 

DSP hardware, it was a simple matter to scale this 2.5V limit by die appropriate g(T) for a 

given GMSK BT. 

After hnplementing the four schemes in the TMS assembler the number of insttnctions 

for each scheme was found (excluding timing recovery), see Table 6.3. 

Table 6.3 Number of instructions per scheme 

SCHEME 

Conventional 

Convent-HDFE 

Half bit offset 

New (FEDFE) 

MLSE^ 

# instructions 

16 

21 

23 

32 

73 

NOTE: * estimate only 
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6.2.2 Packeting System 

The previous section examined the uncoded data stteam implementation which imphes 

a continuous stteam of bits. This section will look at structuring die data in an organised way 

so that ertor recovery can be more logically performed. Decomposing the data stteam into 

isolated entities (packets) would allow rapid rettansmission of any received bit ertor stteams. 

In this section the design of a possible packet structure will be presented. However die packet 

controlling protocol will not be investigated. The purpose of the Packeting system is not to 

produce the most optimum throughput but to demonstrate tiiat a packet system, witii 

appropriate coding, can combat the deep fades in a mobile radio envhonment with a relatively 

strong received signal. 

6.2.2.1 Packet Length 

The criteria used here to determine the packet size wiU be based on obtaining one 

deep fade per packet. An assumption of reasonable received signal strength is made, so tiiat 

tiie system is running very close to the irreducible error rate (i.e. Eb/No=40dB). The time 

between deep fades can be calculated if the carrier frequency and maximum vehicle speed are 

known: 

V3peed= 100 km/hr fc= 480 MHz 

/.= ^^'^'^ =44.4Hz (6.3) 
'̂  3e8/4SQe6 

The absolute worst time between deep fades is 11.3mS (lt2Q and due to die nature 

of die fading process this would be a very low probability event (i.e. Pr(level<-40dB)=0.01). 

If a raw bit rate of 20kb/s is assumed, tiien tiiis hnplies a packet lengtii (R/Q of 225 bits witii 

a maximum one deep fade per packet. This would be adequate for commercial PMR users and 

the majority of emergency services. 

6.2.2.2 Packet Structure 

The packet can be divided into 3 groups: i) Tuning recovery preamble, ii) Frame 

synchronisation code, and in) Error Coding. The lengtii of the timing preamble is dependent 

on several factors namely, the longest time delay between two packets, die Q of die BPF in 

the timmg recovery and die locking delay of the zero forcmg algoritiim also part of die timing 
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recovery. As the delay between two packets is unknown it can be assumed the system is 

operating at maximum throughput. 

The timing preamble length was based on the longest locking delay of die zero forcing 

algoritiim^ at a bit rate of 20kb/s witii the BPF excited. The longest zero forcing delay occurs 

when die 3rd sample of the 'b' cases m Figure 6.8, where the 3rd sample is greater dian 90° 

from die required position. This would requhe one whole bit plus a 12.5pS time cortection, 

which decodes to 125 sample phase corrections. This implies a minhnum of 33 timing 

preamble bits (RWF not included). Designing for 64 preamble bits will allow for cold 

synchronisation. Generally, the synchronisation system is warm, tiiereby guaranteeing timing 

lock. 

Frame synchronisation is required for correct decoding of the data and as a separator 

from die timing preamble. This was implemented by passing the incoming bit stteam through 

a 16 bits shift register, where after each bit received the Hamming distance between die 

register and the frame word was calculated (see Figure 6.9). Under no fading conditions, this 

16 bit frame synchronisation code (sync-code) should be selected to maximise the Hamming 

distance between the sync-code selected and all possible versions of the shifted sync-code. 

A computer program generated a 16 bit synch-code of 149Dh, giving a distance of 9 

(assuming tuning recovery for 1/2 bit offset GMSK detection, constant I's). 

BO=A 

FRAME 
SYNC 

Figure 6.9 Frame synchronisation technique 

^ The zero forcing algorithm which was based on an update every sampling instant, through the use of the 
'PRD' register. 
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Under fading conditions a frame sync may be corrupted (in a burst nature), hence an 

ideal Hamming distance of zero wiU not be possible in many cases. Therefore, a threshold 

must be found between 0 and 8, inclusive. This was found by observmg die Hamming 

distance of all possible received sync shifts corrupted by a burst of 6 bits (all combinations 

of die 6 bit burst were used, 0 to 31). A simulation program showed tiiat the distance of 9 

was reduced to 5, hence the threshold should be set so that frame synchronisation is achieved 

once the distance is <4. A 6 bit burst was used, since approximately 6 bits were observed to 

be corrupted at a bit rate 20kb/s (see Figure 6.10) when a test carrier with no modulation was 

passed through a RF Rayleigh Fader. 

1 5.Q0V 50.0^/ ^ 1 STOP 

a 
b 

c 
d 

t l = 163.Ous tZ = 213.0U3 at = SO.OOus l /M = 20.00kHz 

Figure 6.10 Typical effects of a deep fade at the 
discriminator output of an unmodulated cartier (four 
examples a-d) 

Using die same criteria as above die data section of tiie packet, based on die tolerance 

of a 6 bit burst ertor, can be designed. The number of bits acttiaUy available for data per 

packet is (225-64-16)=145 but diis will be significantiy reduced once codmg is adopted. Reed-

Solomon (RS) coding would be die best to apply here as tius is designed for burst errors. To 

achieve a 6 bit burst error capabihty would requhe an RS widi G(31,19) [56]. Work has been 

done on block ertor rates and burst lengtiis [44] which showed tiiat sequence detection 

(Conventional-hDFE, MLSE and FEDFE) widi bit-interleavmg (to disperse burst errors) and 

FEC, out perfonns symbol-by-symbol detection (Conventional and Half bit offset) widi FEC, 

at least in an AWGN channel. Due to die ease in implementation and understanding a simple 

block code (7,4) [56] witii bit interleaving, to mmhnise tiie effect of burst ertors, wUl be 

adopted. 
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The (7,4) block code fits very well witii 140 available coded bits and can have various 

configurations as shown m Figure 6.11. Figure 6.11a shows a 7 bit wide coded nibble which 

implies a deptii of 20 (burst capabihty of 20) to achieve the 140 bits. Using die two block 

stiiictiire (b) tiiere is a burst ertor capability of 10 (6 is required), but a fade hi each block 

is acceptable. Hence the maxhnum tolerable fading rate is doubled by using tius option. The 

former sttucttire is suitable for slower fading rate situations (low carrier frequencies) where 

the fade duration can be long. The latter is more suitable for die fast fading sittiation and is 

used in this work. 

ooda 
code 
ooda 

codo 

byte 1/nlbble 1 
b2rte 1/nibble 2 
tqrte 2/ntbbIe 1 
byte 2/nibbla 2 

1 1 
ooda bytelO/nibble 2 

BLOCK #1 
coda 
oods 

bjie 1/nibble 1 
byte l/nibUe 2 

1 1 

1 ! 
1 1 

coda byta 6/nibble 2 

BLOCK #2 

[} 

" • 

l> 

byta S/nibble 1 
byte a/nibble 8 

[} 

7 Wta Tride 
-H H 

7 Wta irtde 

7 bits -wide 

Figure 6.11 Coded data structure 

Block#2 m Figure 6.11b illusttates the bit interleaving. The block code works 

horizontally, while die actual ttansmitted bit stteam reads top to bottom then left to right. So, 

while die burst errors are less than 10 bits, there is no overlapping of errors within a 7 bit 

coded rubble. Hence the single ertor cortecting ability of a (7,4) code is not exceeded. This 

is adequate for high received signal sttengdis in tiiat the irreducible ertor floor of die system 

is removed. However, for signals with low EJH^ the system performance would be 

madequate. Hence it would be the function of the protocol (using for example CRCs) to 

hnprove die system. An altemative to detection and cortection for very deep fades would be 

the use of erasure information which could be generated from the demodulator by checking 

for received signal exceeding known deviation hmits. 

64bits (all i's) 16bit 1st block of 70 bita 2nd block of 70 bits 

Timing 
Recovery 

'Frame'" 
Sync. 

Forward Error Corrected Data 

Figure 6.12 Stiiicture of packet 
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The final packet structure is shown in Figure 6.12. After considermg die packet 

overheads and die coding of data, die diroughput was only 36.4% (80 bits real data/220 bit 

packet) with reference to the un-coded data rate through die radio channel. 

The timmg recovery preamble within a packet had two different forms dependmg on 

die detection scheme used; i) Constant I's for the half bit offset technique with an external 

differential encoder, ii) Altemative I's and O's for conventional and all other schemes. The 

frame sync and coded data were die same for botii techniques. 

6.2.2.3 Implementation of packet system 

Assuming tiiat a ttansparent RS232 hnk is a main criteria, tills would require a packet 

assembler/disassembler (PAD) at both die transmitter and the receiver. For a half duplex 

implementation some form of memory base is required. A fuU duplex system would require 

two channels hence two frequency synthesisers resulting in poor utilisation of spectrum 

allocation and also the need for the transceivers to be completely redesigned. To achieve 

effective two way communications a protocol would have to be developed for synchronisation 

of Rx/Tx transceiver modes at the near and far ends, which would have to be optimised to 

take into account change-over delays. 

Although this fiill system would be useful in demonstratmg the potential of digital 

PMR, time was a major consttaint. The implementation will only consider a one way hnk 

with packets generated from a ROM look up table, and a 6809 pProcessor used for packet 

disassembly. 

Packet Disassembly 

A standard 6809 development board was used for packet disassembly at a bit rate of 

20kb/s. The implementation included frame synchronisation, bit de-interleaving, forward ertor 

cortection and cyclic buffering for the asynchronous output. These functions and processing 

stages are shown in Figure 6.13. 

The search SYNC process would first decide whether timing recovery bits have been 

received tiirough die use of a Random Walk Filter (RWF) witii a tiireshold set at 10. Once 

tills RWF was ttiggered, die system shown hi Figure 6.9 is mitiated. The whole process of 

shifting, XORing, counting die number of bits in ertor then deciding for cortect 

synchronisation would requhe die majority of die power of a CMOS 6809 running at 2MHz 
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witii a bit rate of only lOkb/s. Therefore rates greater than lOkb/s would not be possible. The 

altemative implementation required two 256 byte tables which had pre-calculated Hamming 

distances for the frame sync codes. Once die new bit was shifted, tiie sum of die mdexed data 

given by the LSB and MSB of the shift register produced die requked Hamming calculation. 

This approach significantiy increased die maximum bit rate at which frame synchronisation 

could be achieved at the expense of cheap memory. 

PACKET #1 PACKET #2 

Figure 6.13 Packet disassembly functions 

The de-interleaving was performed with nested loops-the inner performed 10 times and 

the outer 7 times. This implementation had a minhnum effect on the maximum bit rate. The 

FEC, as indicated in Figure 6.13, is very critical as the FEC may finish after the 16 bit frame 

sync word of the next packet which would result in a lost packet. Therefore all efforts must 

be made to reduce the FEC processing. The same concept used for frame synchronisation can 

be adopted here. This time using a 128 byte table with 4 bit data (7 bit coded data to 4 bit 

actual tianslation). Once the 2 blocks of coded data were converted to 10 bytes of actual data, 

they were stored in a cyclic buffer of 80 bytes length to allow for instantaneous input/output 

rate mconsistencies caused by RS232 handshakhig or program operation. 

I/O considerations 

The highest priority of tiie 6809 software is to receive a bit from tiie GMSK 

demodulator subsystem, since any lost bits from the demodulator would render the packet 

useless. The ttansmission of an asynchronous RS232 byte is a secondary priority (any minor 

delays would be taken up by die output cyclic buffer). A standard 6809 board supported a 

VIA which could have been utihsed for packet detection. However as tiiis could not give an 
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indication of packet bit overruns, die VIA was replaced widi a sunple bit capture and an 

overmn detect circuit, which could be read or reset by addressmg die existing VIA port 

addresses (see Appendix E). This was an indispensable asset in ertor conttol for determinmg 

die state of die packet disassembler during development. 

Choices had to be made to whether interrapts or polling techniques where adopted for 

die packet receive data and asynchronous transmit data. Polling for the packet data was a 

must due to processing load at a bit rate of 20kb/s caused by the overhead m using mterrupt 

processing. An analysis of polling and intermpt driven ACIA (see Appendix C) also showed 

polling to have a higher limit on die maximum Packet Bit rate (PBR). The possible Ihnitations 

to maximum PBR are shown in Table 6.4. 

Table 6.4 Sources of limitation to PBR ,̂̂  

Limitation Cause 

Cyclic buffer overmn 

Polled ACIA 

INT ACIA 

PBR^Jkb/s) 

21.1 

22.1 

18.7 

Table 6.4 shows tiiat usmg the Polled ACIA technique die maximum PBR=21.1kb/s 

due to cyclic buffer overmn, whereas the intermpt ACIA technique the maximum 

PBR=18.7kb/s due to intermpt overheads. 
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6.3 Performance Measurements 

The performance of a digital ttansmission system is presented as BER versus EJN^. 

However in die mobile radio environment, die fadmg rate is anotiier parameter. The 

perfonnance will first be considered m an AWGN only channel for comparison to pubhshed 

material (to verify measurement technique) and to die simulations perfonned in Chapter 5. 

Measurements will then be presented for a channel witii a one patii Rayleigh fader witii 

AWGN, using various modulation configurations to observe tiie BER performance. The 

implemented packeting system was evaluated for its deep fade (burst) ertor cortection 

capability. 

6.3.1 Uncoded data stream performance 

To obtain consistent and stable measurements the equipment setup is of critical 

concem. The setup used (Figure 6.14) minimises leakage from the ttansmitter to receiver 

which is critical when the RF input to die receiver is small as when operating close to the 

receiver noise floor. Also, the receiver had to be within the RF shielded room to nunimise 

exterior noises. Signals radiated and received from/to the ttansceivers were further minimised 

with the shielded cases of the transceivers. The ttansmitter was set to a carrier of 147.325Mhz 

ensuring that there were no local amateur repeaters. The output power of the ttansmitter was 

set to 1 Watt (30dBm), which was totally shielded and attenuated down to =-53dBm on entry 

to the RF shielded room. 

Gaussian 
FUter 

var BT 
TXer 

PRM80 
Attenuation f a d e r 

=CH 10+3+6 ^==>j ^2MB 
insert loas 

=C>r40iS 

INSroE RF 
SHIELDED ROOM 

/ BF 

: Double shieUled RF cable 

' ^coupler 

Data error 
Analyser 
HP1645A 

TMS 
demod. 

r RXer 
PRM80 

Gain/ 
Offset 

Figure 6.14 Equipment setup for BER measurements 

An initial problem was a 50Hz loop which caused die received signal to be 

superhnposed on a very large 50Hz signal due to separate mains circuits used inside/outside 

die RF shielded room, (In actual situations this never becomes a problem as die tiansceivers 
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are electiically isolated witii battery operation.) This was minimised significantiy by histtdling 

a GPO on die same circuit as the shielded room. However tiiere was stiU enough 50Hz to 

inttoduce a bit ertor floor even without noise injected mto die system. This problem was 

overcome by building an RF coupler based on a smaU capacitance, witii double shielding to 

reduce leakage. 

White noise with a bandwidth of 50MHz was AC coupled mto the radio before die 

21.3MHz IF filter (injection of noise at 455kHz IF produced poor performance due to the 

poor spurious out of band rejection of ceramic filters). After tiie IF filters an RMS voltmeter 

(HP3400A) was required to measure the signal-i-noise (S-HN) and noise (N) levels. These are 

shown m Figure 6.15. The performance of the system from die 21.3MHz IF stage to die final 

bh stream at the DSP is compared to pubhshed material and simulations performed in Chapter 

5. When the fading performance is measured it will be later shown tiiat tiie method in Figure 

6.15 has a Ihnitation due to the 60dB gam between the GMSK faded signal and the pomt to 

where the white noise is injected. 

PRM80 FM transce iver 
r~I , 21.3MHz 

Signal from 
modulator— 
via fader 

60dB RF Gain 
incl RF gain 
plus mlTITlg 
Btages 

455kHz 

R&S 
Noise /Gaus. 
GeneratorV notee 
SUF 2 

!W=50MHz 

A-<t>-A 
IF 

stage 
IF 

stage 
LO 
20.9451fflz 

[discriminatorl 
To IPP, 
gain/offset stage 
then TMS 

HP3400A 
RMS 
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Figure 6.15 Signal to Noise ratio measurements 

The bit ertor rates (PN maxhnal lengtii=2^*-l) as a function of SNR [(S+N)/N-l] was 

measured. The SNR was converted to EJN^ which is a standard comparison used in digital 

communications systems. The method for obtainhig N,, is different to tiiat shown in section 

5.4 as we can not directiy determine die Watts/Hz of die noise. However, knowing die noise 

power at die output of die IF filter and die equivalent noise bandwiddi (B )̂ of die IF filter, 

N„ can be obtained. The equations for die SNR to tiie EJN^ translation are shown below: 
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knowing. 'S\ _S+N ^ 

* R 

" SB, 

N^ R N 
(s+N ^ 
[ N j R 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

There are two unknowns in Equation 6.7, tiie passband gam (g, insertion loss) of die 

IF filter, which can easily be measured ensuring cortect input and output matching impedance 

for die crystal filter. B^ is the bandwidth of an ideal filter which would ahow die same noise 

power to pass as the practical IF crystal filter. The B^ was found using die frequency 

characteristics of tiie filter obtained from a Network Analyser and numerical integration (see 

Appendix F). 

The final BER values were obtained by averagmg six mns. Equation 6.7 was used to 

obtain die appropriate scalmg required to find EJH^. Once the curves were plotted, any points 

which deviated from the general trend would be measured again. Carrier drift was significant 

at high SNR as ertor rates in the order of le-5 require at least le6 ttansmitted bits which 

could take 100 seconds at a bit rate of lOkb/s. So periodic re-ranning (to cahbrate the 

maximum/minimum hmits) was required to ensure acceptable threshold levels and DC 

removal. In an actual situation this calibration could be synchronised with the start of a 

packet. 

6.3.1.1 Timing Recovery Limits 

Timing recovery is satisfactory widi a received RF power of -llOdBm. This is 

equivalent to a voltage of 0.707pV but tiiis also assumes that there no RF noise received (only 

self noise of the receiver is inttoduced). As die fading performance results will indicate, the 

timing recovery was adequate for an Eb/No=4-5dB at R=9.765kb/s while an Eb/N^^ldB was 

obtainable at 15.625kb/s, witii tiie latter including a RWF. Fading was not a major problem 

in affecting timing recovery performance provided the timing loop has a very large time 
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constant, and still allows lock witiiin tiie timing preamble of a single packet. 

Much work could have been performed m optimishig die timing for high noise 

conditions tiirough modification of the followmg tuning recovery dependant parameters: i) 

BPF design, botii gain and pole/zero positions; u) RWF hmits and phase correction 

increments. It was shown m both simulated and practical conditions diat absoluting die signal 

is superior to squaring die signal, in achievmg clock exttaction from die signal. 

6.3.1.2 AWGN performance 

The BER curves in Figure 6.16 show die AWGN performance for the system with an 

input RF level of -60dBm (causing no saturation to the signal at the output of tiie 455kHz IF 

filter). The system parameters were GMSK BT=0.26, R=10kb/s, deviation of ±2.5kHz, pre-

detection BT=2.0 and a post-detection filter BT=0.4. This configuration was selected to 

minimise die ISI interference introduced by die IF stage. Only the simplest detection schemes 

for both die conventional and half bh offset eyes are compared against the equivalent 

simulated results (showing all schemes reduces the graphs' clarity). 
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Figure 6.16 Performance of GMSK BT=0.26, R=9.77kb/s, Dev=2.5kHz 
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The AWGN measurements were repeated by reducing die received signal (noise no 

longer added) until tiie required Ê /N^ was obtained, tiiis effectively uses tiie self noise of tiie 

receiver (assumed to be gaussian) as the distortion to received signal. The purpose of tiiese 

measurements is to further verify tiie independence of die Ei/N„ performance to received 

signal sttengtii, and to esthnate die noise floor of die receiver which wUl be used for fadmg 

measurements. The results obtained here showed the approximate noise floor (Naoor) of the 

receiver to be -120dBm. 

6.3.1.3 Fading Performance 

Fading is introduced to die system at RF (147.325MHz) using a single padi Rayleigh 

fading model (see Appendix G). Figure 6.17 shows the simulated and measured performance 

of a lOkb/s system with wide pre-detection filter to minimise die effect of die IF group delay. 

Both show similar characteristics in the static fading region (15dB<Eb/No<35dB), and similar 

irreducible ertor rates across aU schemes. The order of preference for selection takes FEDFE, 

Conventional+DFE, half bit offset dien Conventional for both shnulated results and practical 

measurements. 

Figure 6.18 shows the simulated and measured performance of a 15.6kb/s system witii 

modulation parameters set to co-exist with the current analog system (satisfies analog ACI 

requirements). As tiie GMSK BT is reduced to allow for die higher bit rate performance is 

shghtiy worse. While tiie additional ISI introduced by die modulator and die IF filter degrades 

die conventional detection scheme to a near useless level (observed in both die simulated and 

measured results). The New scheme (FEDFE) is shown to have a 1.7dB improvement at 

BER=le-2 and approxhnately half die irreducible ertor compared to die closest rival, die 

conventional+DFE scheme. This results is reflected in botii the simulated and measured 

performances. 

Botii Figures 6.17 and 6.18 show die practical results to have an improved 

perfonnance over die simulated results, for low Eb/N„. This discrepancy may be due to offset 

ertors in die I/Q Rayleigh fader which would cause cartier leak (ie. Rician fadmg). 
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a) Simulated Performance 
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Figure 6.17 Performance witii Gaussian filter BT=0.26, 
R=9.765kB/s, Dev=±2.4kHz, f J=0.0064, PreBT=2.0 & 
PostBT=0.4 
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a) Simulated Performance 
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Figure 6.18 Performance witii Gaussian filter BT=0.22, 
R=15.6kB/s, Dev=±3.9kHz, fj=0.0064, PreBT=l.l & 
PostBT=0.6 
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6.3.2 Packeting System Evaluation 

By observing tiie ertors at the RS232 output (displayed ASCII on a tennmal), die 

performance of die proposed packeting system was evaluated. Altiiough subjective, tiiis will 

highhght the effectiveness of the coding mechanism in combating deep fades. The 

perfonnance will be considered at two levels; i) Digital level fading, where die packet 

generator is connected directly to die 6809 (tiie ttansceivers, GMSK generator and TMS are 

omitted) via a burst ertor generator, ii) RF fading, whereby die whole system is connected, 

witii an RF fader connected between die ttansmitting and receiving sets. A full evaluation of 

the packeting system is not possible as packets are only generated with a lookup table 

approach which does not allow the BER to be measured. 

6.3,2.1 Digital level fading 

The packet disassembler was tested using 'bit level fading' - that is, connecting die 

packet generator to the 6809 via a XOR gate with the other input connected to burst T 

generator (see Appendix E). The test assumed that the signal received would be sttong and 

diat every fade is deep, which rarely occurs in practical systems. The bit rate and fading rate 

could be conttoUed independentiy with die measurements made, shown in Figure 6.19. This 

shows tiiat as tiie bit rate is increased the maximum fading rate can be increased 

proportionaUy. This is expected because the period of the packet decreases and each packet 

can tolerate up to two deep fades. One effect which is not shown in Figure 6.20 is that the 

deep fades depth is approximately fixed so for higher bit rates die burst error lengtii would 

increase. This test looked at a 4 bit ertor burst for a bh rate of lOkb/s, so at 20kb/s a burst 

ertor of 8 bits should have been used. 
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Figure 6.19 Packet disassembler performance with 
a 4 bit burst ertor. 

6.3.2.2 RF fading 

The coding was considered to be adequate when only a few errors per received screen 

were observed (80*24 characters => 15360 bits ~ 2 seconds of data when coding is considered 

@ R=15.625kb/s). Modulation witii tiie following parameters was used: GFSK BT=0.22, 

R=15.625kb/s widi a deviation ±3.9kHz (Raw bh rate performance as shown m Figure 6.19). 

Witii no noise added the fading rate was increased for each scheme (except Conventional 

which was too poor), unth significant ertors occurted. These results are shown in Table 6.5. 

Table 6.5 Maximum fading rate "no 
AWGN" 

SCHEME 

Half Bh Offset 

Convent+DFE 

NEW (FEDFE) 

Maximum 
Fading 

Rate (Hz) 

140 

150 

180 
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More reahstic results are shown m Table 6.6, where die fadmg rate was set at f<,=40Hz 

(fjT=0.00256) and die gaussian noise was increased until decodhig errors were observed. 

Comparing die Eb/No values in Table 6.6 with the measured performance, die system operates 

widi a BER«le-2. The performance improvement of Conventional + DFE over Half BU Offset 

is AEb/No=0.6dB, while die FEDFE scheme has a 1.2dB gain m Ê /N^ over 

Conventional+DFE. 

Table 6.6 
BER=le-2. 

Coding performance with f<,T=0.00256, 

SCHEME 

Half Bh Offset 

Conv+DFE 

NEW (FEDFE) 

Noise 
(Vrms) 

0.00065 

0.0007 

0.0008 

Eb/N„ 
(dB) 

26.1 

25.5 

24.3 

6.3.3 Conclusion 

The new FEDFE scheme gives overall system performance gains of 1.2dB when 

Conventional+DFE, or 1.8dB when the Half Bit Offset schemes are adopted as the data 

detector in the system. 

Figures 6.17a and 6.18a shows the MLSE simulated performance foUows the FEDFE 

curve for Eb/N^ < 25dB. For EJN„ > 25dB die performance gradually improves for die 

FEDFE scheme until the irteducible ertor floor is reached, where die improvement is constant. 

In both cases die MLSE floor was found to be approximately 1.9 times worse th.an die new 

FEDFE. Considermg diese observations, if MLSE had been unplemented the Ê /No m Table 

6.6 would have been approximately die same as FEDFE (i.e. 24.3dB). Since MLSE is twice 

die complexity of FEDFE, in terms of number of instmctions, see Table 6.3. It can be 

concluded tiiat the new FEDFE scheme gives die best performance versus complexity 

tradeoff. 
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7,0 Conclusion 
This work has shown the feasibility of medium/high speed data ttansmission on 

nartowband radio channels. The selection of Gaussian filtered FSK modulations such as 

GFSK and GMSK allowed die use of existing analog PMR radio equipment witii minimal 

modification. This was a requirement of die project. 

Chapter 2 discussed GMSK modulation. The modulation was shnulated in botii tiie 

frequency and phase domains. Eye diagrams were produced for various GMSK BT products 

to compare with pubhshed material. Once GMSK generation was fully understood and 

confirmed satisfactorily through simulations, hardware was developed for both frequency and 

phase domain generation. Practical spectmms, both at Baseband and RF, confirmed the 

successful generation of GMSK through comparisons with theoretically derived GMSK 

specttums. 

Testing die various discruninator based detection schemes, required adequate 

modelling of die channel distortions (eg. multipath propagation effects). Chapter 3 covered 

die implementation of GSM's channel model, which is a comprehensive model tiiat considers 

a variety of tertains and was developed using channel sounding techniques of actual 

measurements. The time dispersion, mtroduced at die bit rates achievable m nartowband 

systems, only produces flat fading effects. This was verified by comparmg die complex GSM 

model witii a sunple and faster operating Rayleigh fader, tills showed only small discrepancies 

in die BER performance of the various discriminator schemes. 

Simulations of die various discriminator schemes (Chapter 5) suggest the best scheme 

to be the FEDFE. This gives the best performance witii minimum implementation effort. 

Explanations are given for sources of tiie discrepancies between diese shnulated results and 

pubhshed material (Chapter 4). Simulations of die five different schemes in fading were tiien 

performed for balanced comparison. Each of die five schemes experienced exactly the same 

AWGN, fading and pre-discrimmator processing. This extensive comparison is curtently 

unavailable in published papers. Generally, only an AWGN channel and phase equalised pre-

detection filter are considered when presenting a new scheme. 

One of tiie main requirements of this research is to allow tiie Digital ttansmission to 

co-exist witii tiie present Analog PMR. Extensive measurements were performed to obtain 

suitable modulator configurations to conform witii the existing Austtahan Analog PMR 
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specifications. These measurements showed tiiat tiiere are virtiially an endless number of 

solutions usmg the inverse relationship between tiie GMSK BT product and die deviation of 

die FM signal for a given bit rate. However tiie number of possible solutions are reduced once 

performance mdicators, such as eye opening and timmg jitter tolerance, are considered. 

Chapter 6 examined die implementation/design of die GMSK detector based on die 

TMS320C25, and presented considerations m developing a shnple packeting system. The 

packeting system minimised die effect of fading, and was based on a 6809 for die packet 

disassembling. The Bit Error Rates at die output of tiie TMS320C25 verified tiiat tiie FEDFE 

scheme had significant mcrease in Eb/N^ performance with very little increase in complexity 

when compared to the Conventional, Conventional+DFE and Half Bh Offset techniques (5dB, 

0.9dB and 2dB respectively at a BER=le^ see Figure 6.17b). The packeting system 

implemented was shown to overcome, at high E/N^, die effect of the very deep fades in a 

fading channel. However actual improvement at low Ê /No was not obtamed as time 

consttaints prohibited the implementation of a real time packet generator. 

7.1 Performance 

The performance of the various schemes in an AWGN channel for both the simulated 

and practical results show close agreement, see Figure 6.16. 

The comparison between the simulated and measured performance in a fading 

environment is shown m Figures 6.17 and 6.18. The best scheme is clearly evident hi all 

results, tiiat is the new scheme, FEDFE, which gives tiie best performance followed by 

Conventional+DFE, Half Bit offset and finally die Conventional detector. The practical 

performance for Eb/No<15dB was better than die simulated performance, this was due to 

carrier leak problems in the hardware fading simulator. Section 6.3.3 concluded that die new 

FEDFE scheme gives the best performance versus complexity ttadeoff. 

At high bit rates ( >20kb/s ) the conventional scheme was found to have one TMS 

'C25 instmction cycle spare. This was inadequate to implement the complex schemes at high 

bit rates, hence poor performance would be achieved due to die lack of processmg power. 

Possible solutions to allow complex schemes at high bit rates, include: 

i) Using 2 sample per baud timing recovery technique 

ii) Using TMS320C50 witii existing timing recovery 

Due to tiie 'C25 processing limitations and the unsuitable internal architecture (when 
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compared to a standard pP, given the same task) for die packet disassembhng process, die 

final system utilised a multi-processing architecttire. A separate 6809pP was used for packet 

disassembly. This system unplementation was tested at a bit rate of 15.6kb/s witii processing 

loadings of 78% (for conventional, or 80% for FEDFE) and 74% for die 'C25 and 6809 

respectively. 

7.2 Novelty 

This research has presented some previously unpubhshed material, diese are itemised 

below: 

- Extensive comparison of five detection schemes, in a mobile fading channel, based on 

a discriminator detector ttansceiver. With real IF filter modelhng, i.e. including die 

phase and group delay effects. 

- A new discriminator detector, the FEDFE, was developed witii equal MLSE 

performance and reduced complexity (hence allowing faster bit rates to be achieved 

when compared to MLSE). 

- Optimisation of tiie Pre/Post discruninator filtermg for botii AWGN and fading 

channels. This shows that in a fading environment, the I&D used in pubhshed material 

(to simply analysis) does not optimise the BER in a fading environment. 

A methodology was developed to design GFSK specific parameters to meet die current 

Analog PMR ACI requhements. These parameters included selection of deviation, the 

GFSK BT product and bit rate, to maximise die eye-opening and timing jitter 

tolerance but still satisfying ACI requirements. 

Modified timing recovery algorithm [55] to improve timing acquisition for a packeting 

system (allows reduced timmg preambles, hence improved system throughput) 

7.3 Future Work 

a) Related to the uncoded data stteam 

- Apply coefficient adjustments for removal of ISI due to die IF filtering stages, 

applicable for die Conventional and FEDFE schemes. In die AWGN case 

improvements in the BER for a given Ê /N̂  were observed by using BT=0.2 

feedback coefficients for a Transmitter with GMSK BT=0.26 at an 

R=15.625kb/s and large deviation. The ISI inttoduced by die IF sttiges caused 
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die received signal to appear as GMSK witii a BT=0.2. 

During some BER measurements there were carrier drifts which caused 

significant BER degradation. In tiie laboratory test system, die TMS would be 

self calibrating with an ideal signal (only once when the program is first mn). 

Systems used hi practice would required a more adaptive maximum/minimum 

finder which can tolerate noise and fading would be requhed. One possible 

solution would be to generate a trigger signal from the packet disassember 

which would activate the find limits algorithm. This would incorporate filtering 

for both limits to minimise the noise effects. The find linuts algorithm would 

be held once the packet disassembler achieved frame synchronisation. 

Use of erasure information improves the power of coding schemes as a bit can 

be guaranteed to be in ertor. Implementation using DSP can be achieved by 

checking absolute signal limits and generathig a pulse to die packet 

disassembler. However, care should be taken when considermg very low Eb/N^ 

conditions. 

- The VCO [54] and discriminator (Figure 6.4) characteristics appeared to be 

linear. Problems of non-symmetrical eyes (vertical) were noticed. This was due 

to simultaneous poor frequency offsets between the ttansmitter and receiver, 

witii modulations of high deviation, pushing tiie discriminator mto die non

linear region. This effect can be minimised for half bh offset using two 

tiiresholds found during die timing recovery bits of die packet. 

Development of a ASIC. 

- A tiiorough investigation of 4 level FSK modulation. 

b) Related to die Packeting system 

- The packet system hnplemented here, altiiough simple, highhghts major issues 

of concem - burst nature of very deep fades for die selection of an appropriate 

coding scheme, selection of packet lengtii and frame synchronisation code. 

Evaluation of tiie statistical behaviour of tiie burst ertors for tiie various 

schemes can lead to an objective type solution to tiie packet design. 
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Appendix A 

CPM Generator schematics 

- CPM generator schematics 

- DC coupling/gain schematic 

- Reconstmction filter schematic 
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Figure A-1 Main Board (General CPM generator) 
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Figure A-4 One channel 16 bh DAC 
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Appendix B 

Digital ACI measurements 

This appendix will present the measurement procedure used to obtain feasible filtered 

FSK to co-exist with present analog PMR systems. This is an exttact of a report on "Adjacent 

channel measurements" for die Fast Data Project dated January 1991 (VUT Footscray) [54]. 

Procedure 

i) The equipment was set up as shown in Figure B-1. 

GMSK data 
Transmitter 
147.325 Mhz 
(SN=514539) 

— lOdB ^ 9dB 

GMSK data 
Receiver 

147.325 Mhz 
(SN=514526) 

20dl 

ZFC-2-4 

- ' ^ ^ - 2 0 d B -

RF Source 
(SINAD) 

HP8640A 
147.3 Mhz 

*HP11549A Power Dividers 

SINAD 
Receiver 

147.3 Mhz 
SN=511003 

Distortion 
Meter 

HP334A 

Figure B-1 Equipment set-up used for die Digital ACI measurements. 

h) The RF source is first connected to a frequency counter and adjusted to give 

147.3000Mhz center frequency, 

hi) The RF source was tiien connected back to die coupler and set to generate a 

lOOOHz FM signal. The RF level was reduced to -40dBm, and die receiver 

volume set to give 0.9 Vrms. (reading = -37dB SINAD) 

iv) The RF signal level was reduced until a SINAD of -12dB was obtained. 

(generally -86.0 dBm) 

V) Assuming a 50W base station and we require lOpW (safety margm), the 
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required adjacent channel rejection is -67dB. The power meter measurement 

was -5.2dBm. 

-85.17-20-(level) = -67 => -38.17dBm required adjacent power 

-4.8-20-6-atten = -38.17 =» 7.37 switched (7dB used) 

{-4.8dBm power meter, 20dB fixed, 6dB power sphtter} 

The levels are now set such diat lOpW adjacent channel leakage occurs when 

an additional 3dB SINAD is measured (i.e. -9dB signal and noise distortion, 

of IkHz test signal), 

vi) The deviation^ in the data channel is set to 4kHz, GMSK BT products of 

0.20,0.22,0.24,0.26,0.28 and 0.30 were selected, the bit rate for each was 

increased until -9dB SINAD was measured. The bh rate, eye openings and 

jitter were aU noted. 

v) Steps h)->vi) were repeated for deviations of 3.5,3.0,2.5,2.0,1.5 and l.OkHz. 

Important notes 

i) The center frequency of die lOOOHz test signal. (Absolute accuracy of die 

PM6668 frequency counter was in ertor by +500Hz) 

ii) RF source/Receiver drifts during measurements (Source may have drifted by 

up to -IkHz from 147.3Mhz during step vi), in section 4.1) 

hi) Reference set were not used: 

Receiver for adjacent tests - PRM 80 V BO 

SN=511003 

GMSK Transmitter - PRM 80 V A9 

SN=514539 

GMSK Receiver - PRM 80 V A9 

SN=514526 

v) Warm up period for all equipment == 4 hours. 

vi) Readings of SINAD distortion are not very objective at such small received 

signal levels. 

' The deviation was set while transmitting, symmetry about center frequency was checked by transmitung 
continuous streams of I's and O's. 
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Plotted results 

There are tiiree graphs for botii conventional and half bit offset eyes (see Figures B-4 

to B-11): 

a) 'bit rate' VS 'eye opening' 

'eye opening' is die eve opening in absolute mVolts, for comparison of 

tolerance to static fading. Figure B-2 shows die sections 

measured for botii conventional eye and half offset eye opening. 

- A bit rate can be selected, die curve crossing furtiiest to tiie 

right gives tiie largest eye opening, a corresponding BT product 

can be obtained. 

2 ?,i.oov j - l 5 . 2 g 20.0^/ fE STOP 

t l = -Se.OOus t 2 = 66.40US fit = 102.4us 1/at = 9.766kH2 

Figure B-2 Eye opening measurements 

b) 'deviation' VS 'eye opening' 

- Using the eye opening and BT product obtained from a), die 

required deviation can be obtained. 

c) 'bh rate' VS '% jitter' 

'% jitter' is witii reference to die bh interval, gives measure of parameters 

for timing recovery. Figure B-3 shows tiie sections measured 

for both conventional eye and half bit offset jitter 

measurements. Note that die half bit offset results are based on 

a non-symmetiical eye, for ease of measurements. 
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Using the required bit rate and BT product from a), the amount 

of timing jitter tolerable is found. (NOTE: There are not many 

points on the jitter graph for the conventional eye, as negative 

eyes are not open, and even perfect timing recovery would not 

help the BER, if a single symbol decision is made.) 

2 ?,t.oov g STOP 

t l = -36.00US t2 = 66.40US fit = 102.4us l/flt = 9.766kHz 

Figure B-3 Timmg jitter measurements 
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conventional 
bit rote 

-180 -120 -60 0 60 120 180 240 300 360 420 

eye opening (mVolts) 

bt-0.3 

^ bt-0.24 

bt-0.28 

bt-0.22 

Figure B-4 Bh rate VS eye opening (Conventional) 
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conventional 
deviation 

-180 -120 -60 0 60 120 180 240 300 360 420 

eire opening (mV) 

bt-0.3 
"^ bt-0.24 

bt-0.28 

bt-0.22 

•a- bt-0.26 

• bt-0.20 

Figure B-5 Deviation VS eye openhig (Conventional) 
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conventional (jitter) 

Bit rate 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 

Jitter time (uS) 

bt-0.22 •^" bt-0.24 

- ^ bt-0.30 

-B- bt-0.26 

-X" bt-0.28 

Figure B-6 Bh rate VS Absolute jitter (Conventional) 
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conventional (jitter) 

Bit rate 
30 
29 h 
28 
27 
26 
25 
24 
23 
22 
21 
20 
19 h 

10 20 30 40 60 60 70 80 90 100 

% ol bit interval 

-+- bt-0.22 

->^ bt-0.28 

- ^ bt-0.24 

- ^ bt-0.30 

-H- bt-0.26 

Figure B-7 Bh rate VS % jitter (Conventional) 
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1/2 bit offset 
bit rote 

bt-0.3 

-̂ K- bt-0.24 

120 180 240 300 360 

eye opening (mVolts) 

^ < - bt-0.28 

H - bt-0.22 

480 

-H- bt-0.26 

-*- bt-0.20 

Figure B-8 Bh rate VS eye opening (1/2 bh offset) 
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1/2 bit offset 

deviation 

60 120 180 240 300 360 420 480 

eye opening (mV) 

- 0 - bt-0.3 

- ^ bt-0.24 

bt-0.28 

bt-0.22 

-B- bt-0.26 

- ^ bt-0.20 

Figure B-9 Deviation VS eye opening (1/2 bit offset) 
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1/2 bit offset (jitter) 
Bit rate 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 

jitter time (uS) 

bt-0.20 •f- bt-0.22 

- B - bt-0.26 -X- bt-0.28 

Figure B-10 Bh rate VS Absolute jitter (1/2 bh offset) 

^ 1 ^ bt-0.24 

- 0 - bt-0.30 
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1/2 bit offset (jitter) 
Bit rate 

90 100 

% Of bit interval 

- ^ bt-0.20 

-B- bt-0.26 

bt-0.22 

bt-0.28 

• * - bt-0.24 

^ bt-0.30 

Figure B-11 Bh rate VS % jitter (1/2 bh offset) 
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Appendix C 

Analysis of Packet Disassembler Limitations 

Interrupts could only be employed for the RS232 output, as asynchronous data is 

transmitted over ten times less often as packet bits are received. Some preliminary 

investigations showed that a bit rate of 20kb/s (2Mhz pP clock) would only allow 43 cycles 

free for processing when interrupts are used, as opposed to 78 cycles free with a polhng 

technique (based on packet bit data received with a VIA). When die ACIA was free to 

ttansmit new data it would generate an interrupt. If the cyclic buffer was empty and dummy 

data was not ttansmitted, this would cause the ACIA to generate continuous interrupts, which 

wasted time, resulting in received packet bits overrunning. Transmitting dummy data is not 

a feasible solution as the RS232 would not be transparent. Hence, transmission of RS232 data 

was re-designed utihsing a polling technique. 

The blocks labelled with a "*" in Figure 6.13 signify that as packet bits are received 

the ACIA is checked for availabihty to ttansmit data. The algoridim fhst checks if the ACIA 

is free to ttansmit die next byte in the cychc buffer. Whether tiiis occurs or not the algoridim 

sits waiting for a bit received flag (Dl of VIAl @ $E100). A bit overrun is checked through 

D2 of VIAl ("l"=>ovemin occurred). If an overrun occurred then the letter 'B' would be 

ttansmitted to the serial port, the error flag address would be marked appropriately and die 

program would halt. The data would be read from DO of VIAl and tiien reset by writing to 

the same address. 

Packet Disassembler limitations 

The performance and limitations of die proposed packet disassembler will now be 

reviewed. The packet bh rate hmits can occur due to any of die foUowing; 

i) A cychc buffer overrun. To ensure tills does not occur die RS232 rate > 

modem rate (assuming a zero wait time between packets). 

Assuming RS232 set for 9600,7,e,l+l bh stari, 7-H1+1+1=10 

^ 960 char/sec = 7680 b/s (8*960) 
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Hence, die maximum packet bit rate = 7680/0.364^ = 21.1 kb/s 

h) The FEC decode and copy to cyclic buffer processing overiaps die frame 

synchronisation of tiie next packet. 

Time (FEC decode) + Time (Copy Buffer) < (64-20)' * l/(packet bh rate [PBR]) 

(560 cycles -1-213 cycles)/2.5e6 > 44 * 1/PBR 

PBR*309.2pS < 44 =» PBR„„,=142kb/s 

hi) Frame synchronisation search must be performed once per received bit mterval. 

1/PBR > (cycles for frame sync)/2.5e6 

The Cycles for frame sync depended upon whether polhng/INTs were used for 

the ACIA. 

a) Polled ACIA required 60 (frame sync search) plus 53 (get bit) 

cycles. 

PBF^,.=2.5e6/l 13=22. Ikb/s 

b) Interrupt driven ACIA required an additional 52 cycles for die 

interrupt overheads. 

PBF^^=2.5e6/165=illkb/s 

Measurements showed that the bit rate for hi b) could be much higher dian the 

15.1kb/s calculated but still slower than the polled ACIA technique of hi a). This occurs 

because; i) The time between interrupts is 1/960 (with ACIA 9600 baud). During this time 

several packet bits would have been received, ii) The software can sample the bit at any time 

during the interval as external latching exists. Both these effects allow the instantaneous 

processing for ACIA interrupt to be averaged out over several bits. As long as ah of these 

delays are absorbed (see Figure C-1) before the next interrupt, there wiU never be a bit 

overrun. Hence, it can be said, the interrupt ACIA can never work at the bit rate possible by 

tiie polled ACIA metiiod. A correct calculation for in b) wiU be shown below: 

' Throughput of packet system, see section 6.2.2.2. 

^ 64 bits timing - 10 bits RWF - 10 bit burst error, with no delay between packets. 
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Bit#2 
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Blt#3 
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, bit 
interval 

Bit#4 

#4 

Bit#5 

#5 

ACIA int processing 

I I Frame S3rric processing 

Figure C-1 Frame synchronisation processing 

'Spare' processing per packet=(l/PBR - 131/2.5e6) 

Time between ACIA interrupts = 1/960 (assuming 9600 baud) 

Total additional processing time available for processing (PBR/960)*'Spare' 

The following inequality ensures no cumulative effect will resuh in received bit overruns: 

'PBRy 1 131 \ ^ 52 
,960 )[PBR 2. 5e6 j ^ 2. 5e6 

Solving for PBR gives PBR„ax=18.7kb/s which agreed closely with experimental 

results, and as expected is less than die polled ACIA technique (22.1kb/s). 
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Appendix D 

Frame Synchronisation Word 

The packeting system adopts bit mterleaving to combat burst errors caused by fading. 

Bit interleaving requires synchronisation which is achieved by detection of a frame 

synchronisation word with a sliding correlator. The frame synchronisation word is selected 

to maximise the Hamming distance between itself and all possible shifted versions of itself, 

as described in section 6.2.2.2. Possible frame synchronisation words found through 

simulation are shown below: 

Optimim packet sync sequences 

Possible packet sync. seq. for a 10 bh sync, giving dis=5: 
16 
36 
5B 
8E 
116 
232 

lA 
3A 
5D 
95 
118 
286 

22 
48 
64 
98 
IIB 

25 
4A 
65 
9D 
UC 

26 
4B 
69 
A3 
123 

29 
4D 
6A 
A6 
131 

2C 
4E 
6D 
CB 
185 

2D 
52 
72 
DO 
216 

2E 
53 
85 
106 
21A 

32 
56 
86 
IOC 
225 

34 
59 
8B 
lOD 
229 

Possible packet sync. seq. for a 11 bh sync, giving dis=6: 
53 59 6B 97 9 A A4 A7 C9 llA 219 247 

Possible packet sync. seq. for a 12 bh sync, giving dis=7: 
A6 

Possible packet sync. seq. for a 13 bh sync, giving dis=7: 
A6 CA D6 116 12E 135 13A 14C 14D 159 166 
19A 1B5 22D 234 24E 25D 26B 293 29D 325 42E 
48E 4A3 5 IB 865 8CB 10A6 

Possible packet sync. seq. for a 14 bh sync, giving dis=8: 
299 2B3 32B 335 527 

Possible packet sync. seq. for a 15 bh sync, giving dis=8: 
299 2B3 329 32B 335 353 359 4B9 
4EB 513 519 527 532 533 537 54C 
599 59A 62B 645 64A 654 656 657 
6B3 735 859 8B4 8D3 8DA 8E9 939 
A13 AlB A4C A4E A4F A93 C95 C97 
1161 123A 1287 128F 12A3 144F 2167 2173 
4299 42B3 432B 4335 4527 

Possible packet sync. seq. for a 16 bh sync, giving dis=9: 
149D 
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4C5 
564 
66A 
947 
lODl 
218B 

4D1 
566 
66B 
959 
lOEB 
2197 

4D4 
567 
675 
967 
1143 
22C6 



Possible packet sync. seq. for a 17 bh sync, giving dis=9: 
946 9CA 9D6 A32 A36 A46 A62 A65 A6E A72 A76 
ACD ACE BIA B3A B46 B4E C56 C6A CA5 CA6 149E 
14CB 14CD 14DD 1531 1536 1593 1596 159B 15A6 15B3 166A 
18AC 192B 1956 195B 196A 19AB 19B5 1A66 4A1D 4A3B 4C2B 
5076 50DD 513D 522E 82CE 834E 8396 8586 865C 8872 8963 
91IE 9171 1149D 

Possible packet sync. seq. for a 18 bh sync, giving dis=10: 
19A9 3257 45A7 474B 

Possible packet sync. seq. for a 19 bh sync, giving dis=10: 
1953 19A9 1A99 1AB3 2353 2359 2519 254C 2567 2573 2635 
26A7 26AC 26B1 26B9 272B 2735 2753 2759 28C9 2967 4E5D 
5139 519A 51B4 51C9 51DB 5247 5267 5279 5317 5593 5626 
564F 58EB 594E 599A 5A67 5A99 622D 625D 8A5C 8AC3 8AD3 
8B43 8B47 8B4E 8B4F 8B96 8D0B 8D2E 141B1 1464F 14C1D 
190F5 20B39 20CAC 20D19 20D39 20D73 243A3 
24717 28363 2864F 28793 289C3 419A9 43257 445A7 4474B 

Possible packet sync. seq. for a 20 bh sync, giving dis=ll: 
4D4E 52E6 5316 62B6 64AE 962E 1169D 1172D 128E9 

Performance of frame synchroniser 

The interleaving and codmg combination used hi diis packet system was implemented 

to overcome the deep fades that exist in a mobile radio environment. Figure 6.10 showed 

typical burst error lengths of 6 bits. The synchronisation word and data coding were both 

designed to eliminate this burst error. A 16 bit frame synchronisation word was selected 

(149D) giving a Hamming distance of 9. The decision that frame sync is achieved when the 

calculated Hamming distance < 4 gives the followmg synchroniser performance, for the given 

BERs: 

Prob of mis-detection and false-alarm for frame syncronisation 
sync word lengdi n=16 allowing for r=4 bit errors 

BER Pr(mis-detect) Pr(false-alarm) 
5.000e-01 9.616e-01 3.841e-02 
2.000e-01 2.018e-01 3.841e-02 
l.OOOe-01 1.700e-02 3.841e-02 
5.000e-02 8.573e-04 3.841e-02 
2.000e-02 1.162e-05 3.841e-02 
l.OOOe-02 3.984e-07 3.841e-02 
5.000e-03 1.304e-08 3.841e-02 
2.000e-03 1.372e-10 3.841e-02 
l.OOOe-03 4.328e-12 3.841e-02 
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Appendix E 

Packet related schematics 

a) Packet generator 

The schematic of tiie packet generator used in this work is shown m Figure E-1. The 

packets are pre-calculated (incl. timing preamble, frame sync word, data interieaved and FEC 

using block codes) stored in EPROM, dien read out from one of die eight stieams available 

(D0-D7). Each stteam consists of a message usmg 8 packets widi 10 characters per packet. 

b) Burst error generator 

To evaluate the perfonnance of the packeting system against burst errors due to fading 

die burst error generator shown in Figure E-2 was constructed. This circuit is capable of 

generating a burst error of lengdi between 1 and 15 bits. The burst errors can be single shot 

or at a repetitive rate (eg. fadhig rate) independent of die data rate. 

c) Packet disassembler hardware interface 

This circuit was designed to be plug-in compatible with the SY6522 VIA. This 

interface sets a status flag (Dl at $E100) when a bit has been received. If the packet 

disassembler does not service this bit before die next demodulated bit arrives, the bit overrun 

flag is set (D2 at $E100). A received bit is serviced by reading DO at $E100, then a write to 

$E100 which resets the hardware interface. 
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Figure E-3 Packet disassembler hardware interface 
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Appendix F 

IF Noise Bandwidth measurements 

To obtain conect scaling of the SNR to EJN^ as given by equation 6.7, the equivalent 

noise bandwidth (B )̂ of the IF stages needs to be found. The B^ was found using a GPIB 

controlled Network Analyser (HP 8753C) to obtain a frequency sweep of the filter under test. 

These swept points were squared then numerically hitegrated to obtain B^. This automated 

testing to determine B^ was verified using the following procedure for a ceramic filter: 

A) A R&S Noise Generator was connected to a 50Q power meter. Figure F-1. The 

voltage source and 75^ resistor represent the noise source, with the 50Q. resistor 

representing the power meter mput impedance. The frequency bandwiddi of the power 

meter was > the noise generator bandwidth. The power dehvered to the 50^ resistor 

was -0.5dBm (891.25pW). 

A A / W — T — o V t h 
75Q 

^5on 

Figure F-1 Power 
measurement of R&S noise 
generator (SUF 2) 

B) The equivalent circuit hi Figure F-1 is now converted to its Thevenin's equivalent 

circuit. 

7,;, = V^i^ = v'891.25p*50 =211.098K 
"'î rt = 751150 = 30Q 

C) The R&S noise source witii a 50Q resistor to ground, was then connected to a ceramic 

filter with an input impedance of 1500Q. The equivalent circuit is shown in Figure F-

2 witii the additional resistors for tiie input and output. The input power to die ceramic 
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filter is calculated as shown below: 

Vin = 211.098m K* 1500 
30+3000 

F 2 

= 104.504mF 

Pin = — = 7.2807pPr 

The input noise power spectral density can now be found: 

S&SBW 6.U« * 

30Q 

Thevenin 
equivalent 

15000 

P 
(Rin=1500Q) 

15000 

Figure F-2 B^ verification set-up 

D) From measurements the value of Vo in Figure F-2 was found to be 0.00575 using a 

HP3400A RMS Voltmeter. B^ was found to equal 18484.1Hz using die automated 

process described earlier. The power delivered to the 1500Q resistor is: 

Ti*fl̂  = 18484.1*1.193566-^2 = 22.0619«PF 

This would give a voltage across the resistor of: 

V = s/P*R = 0.0O57526Vrms across 1500Q 

This compares favourably with the measured value of 0.00575Vrms. 
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/) Typical Bf^ automated measurements for various ceramic filters (IF=455kHz) 

number of integration pomts = 401 over given span 
SPAN INTGH(f)^2 Gam (Lin) Bn (Hz) 
(kHz) 

PBG 
(dB) 

CFW455B M^ (-1-/- 6dB BW=4-/-15kHz) 
50 2.1744492264E-H04 8.7258301000E-01 2.8558524538E+04 -1.184dB 
60 2.1603339945E-H04 8.7331542999E-01 2.8325568350E-K)4 -1.177dB 

CFW455B P* (+/- 6dB BW=+/-15kHz) 
50 2.1758475887E+04 8.6933592999E-01 2.8790765486E-K)4 -1.216dB 
60 2.1851702667E-h04 8.7010193000E-01 2.8863235877E+04 -1.209dB 

CFW455B S-" (+/- 6dB BW=+/-15kHz) 
50 2.0947453852E-H04 8.5249634999E-01 2.8823464852E+04 -1.386dB 
60 2.0971543368E-H04 8.5314025000E-01 2.8813069656E+04 -1.380dB 

CFW455C N^ (+1- 6dB BW=+/-12.5kHz) 
50 1.913173487lE-(-04 8.8609007999E-01 2.4366805947E-f04 -1.050dB 
50 1.916349769lE-f-04 8.8660583999E-01 2.4378871794E+04 -1.045dB 
60 1.9123866350E-h04 8.8551634999E-01 2.4388356303E+04 -1.056dB 

Bn 
(Hz) 

28558.5 
28325.6 

28790.8 
28863.2 

28823.5 
28813.1 

24366.8 
24378.9 ' 
24388.4 

CFW455D (+/• 
REF# SPAN 

pnt (kHz) 
1 201 50 
2 401 50 
3 401 50 
4 401 50 
5 401 50 
6 401 40 
7 401 30 
8 401 60 
9 401 150 
10 401 200 

6dB BW=+/-10kHz) 
INTG H(f)'̂ 2 Gain (Lin) 

1.3185402688E-H04 
1.3218396275E-H04 
1.3146685465E-)-04 
1.3412634089E-H04 
1.5188991470E+01 
1.3168045505E-I-04 
1.3159180216E+04 
1.3168444234E-H04 
1.3165975248E-h04 
1.3184583650E+04 

8.4824828000E-01 
8.4781494999E-01 
8.4335326000E-01 
8.5268860000E-01 
2.8664207000E-02 
8.4633482999E-01 
8.4624021999E-01 
8.4565428999E-01 
8.4693603999E-01 
8.462097 lOOOE-01 

Bn (Hz) 

1.8325145116E-t̂ 4 
1.8389783930E+04 
1.8484053482E-K)4 
1.8447314983E+04 
1.8486260785E+04 
1.8383867886E+04 
1.8375599193E+04 
1.8414026175E+04 
1.8354890855E+04 
1.8412400422E-h04 

PBG Bn 
(dB) (Hz) 

-1.430 18325.1 
-1.434 18389.8 
-1.480 18484.1 
-1.384 18447.3 

-30.853 18486.3 
-1.449 18383.9 
-1.450 18375.6 
-1.456 18414.0 
-1.443 18354.9 
-1.450 18412.4 

NOTES: * Input/Output of filter swapped to observe effect on Bn (NO EFFECT) 
* These characters represent the batch of a specific class of IF ceramic filter 

[ Notice minhnal effect of Bn and Int H(f)'̂ 2 ] 
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//) Typical Bj^ automated measurements for a crystal filter pair (IF=2I.4MHz) 

Noise Bandwidth measurements for Crystal Filter 21.4MHz (21F15B) 
Center Frequency used 21398kHz 

Ref # puts Span (kHz) Bn (Hz) 
3 
1 
2 
4 

5 
6 
7 
9 
8 

401 
401 
401 
801 
801 
1601 
1601 
1601 
1601 

40 
50 
70 
50 
70 
50 
70 
75 
80 

16081.7 

17069.3 
16680.9 
16537.8 
16711.2 
16286.7 
16658.8 
16724.7 
16753.4 

Examination of the B^ for die ftiters at both die 455kHz and 21.4MHz stages, show 

that the 21.4MHz IF stage dominates the overall system B^. 
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Appendix G 

Rayleigh Fading Hardware Implementation 

Final system testing was performed utilising a one channel Rayleigh fader based on 

die concept outiined in section 3.1.2. The hardware implementation of this Rayleigh fader is 

shown in Figure G-1. 

PN GEN 
2 » - l 

4"'order 
S/W Cap 

filter 

PN GEN 
o l 2 i 

4 % r d e r 
S/W Cap 

m t e r 

V^^Delay 

Figure G-1 Hardware implementation of the fader. 

This hardware implementation uses two different maximum length PN sequences, to 

produce two independent uniformly distributed random sources. These random sources are 

tiien fhtered witii 4*̂  order switched capacitor filters (MF-10) widi Q==7.3, and a clocked 

frequency of 200 times tiie break point frequency. The Q of tius filter gives tiie peaks of a 

classical Rayleigh fading channel, setting Q too high will cause this filter to ring (i.e. become 

an osciUator) no longer exhibiting correct Rayleigh statistics. The switched capacitor filter 

integrates die mput signal, this effectively perfonns tiie centtal hmh dieory producing a 

gaussian distiibuted signal. The specttal output of one channel is shown in Figure G-2. 

The output of die switched capacitor filter is tiien passed through a reconstruction 

filter, which is a 2°*' order active filter (based on the LM348) with a -3dB point of 500Hz. 

Gam and DC offset circuitry is also provided for RF mterfacing. The frequency response of 

the reconstinction fdter is shown in Figure G-3. 

The outputs from tiie reconstruction filters are fed to die RF circuitiy which performs 

mixing (with RMS-2 ring modulators) with die RF signal and a 90° phase shifted version of 
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tile RF signal. As ring modulators are used tiiis method is only suitable for constant envelope 

modulations. The 90° phase shift was implemented witii a lengtii of rigid coax, which lengtii 

was determined by die carrier frequency (147.325Mhz) and measurements widi a time domain 

reflectometer. 

Trsc Coord Data A: CHI Pwr Spac 

[FFT] Coord A: dB M B Q 

D B t a : 0 5 / 1 1 / 8 1 TI mm: 0 7 : 5 4 , 0 0 P M 

A: C H 1 p w r S D B C 

-10 

d B V r m a 

• a t a a: C H I Pwr Spa 

C o o r d a: dB M a g 

10 

d B 

/d I V 

- 1 10 
d S V r m e 

S D a c ?< ; 1 Ql H Z 

r 

r : - 1 7 . 6 5 3 

V 
\ 

1F|V 

\ 
^ V fl h\ 

Ava; 10 0 1 , oosesKHz 

Figure G-2 Baseband specttal characteristics of one channel of the 
Rayleigh fader, with Fd=100Hz. 

F o r m a t 

D a t a : O S / 1 1 / 9 1 T i m e : 0 8 ! 3 3 : 0 0 P M 

A : F r aq R e B 

25 
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dB M a g 

s 
d B 

/d 1 V 

-25 

de 

s 
/ 

\ 
N 

l O k 

V 

H I 

Figure G-3 Frequency characteristics of tiie reconstruction filter. 
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